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The

We

Editors' Quarters

JOHN J. ROONEY

who have invited
important company for dinner. We've been
slaving away, doing the best we can to present
a favorable impression, and now here you are,
feel like

knocking

a

With a final flick of the
"Welcome. Hope you like the

at the door.

we
new Four

say,

duster,

It's

nervous hosts

Quarters.

little

The

President's Cabinet

and Other Posers
When you make your living as a college pro-

where
if you have

larger than the old Quarters,

fessor as

do, people take

I

it

for granted that

A

we lived for the past 35 years. But,
known us since way back when, you'll
recognize some friendly names. John Christo-

you know

pher Kleis has completed a memorable eight

child learns in the process of preparing to

year term as editor, but his predecessor

become a well-informed and responsible member of the body politic.
In truth, I invariably draw a blank when the

in the

John Keenan, has returned for a second
tour of duty. The new John will be greatly
helped by something the old John lacked: an
active, reorganized editorial board of La Salle
faculty members, headed by Associate Editor
John Rossi.

job,

Some honored
with

still

here,

us,

magazine

Volume

thank heaven. Claude Koch

he was in the

as

1

in
,

1951, to help us

Number

1

,

start

Second

is

issue of the

first

over with

Series. T.

Alan

Broughton is back in our pages, and so are
Joseph Meredith and John Lukacs.
After

a

year

which problems caused

in

of things.

natural

assumption, for instance, is that you remember

American school-

the basic facts that every

name of the

Secretary of

Commerce

the Secretary of the Treasury

or even

comes up

in

con-

versation. This poses a delicate question for

me.

Am

I

slipping

contributors from the past are

kinds

all

losing

my

I

knew

way sand

slips

grip? Is the world

away from me

the

through the hand of a child on the beach?

Yet I know I could overcome such ignorance
by digging in and memorizing the names of the
back in about
cabinet. I've done it before
and with a little
sixth grade the first time
effort I'm sure I could do it again. But they
would just go and change them on me. It
reawakens memories of working to store up

—

—

suspension of publication. La Salle University

treasures

commitment
to a new Four Quarters, bigger and (we
sincerely hope) better than ever. We know

had changed to collecting
baseball cards They even changed the titles of
the cabinet offices themselves. What was

need

wrong with State, Treasury, Interior, War,
Navy, Attorney General, Postmaster Gen-

has renewed and strengthened

we'll

have the

readers.

welcome

That's

writers,

your friends.

but

why you
why we'd

here, and

its

writers

are
like

especially

you

to bring

everyone

in

bottle

caps only to find that

else

.

Commerce and Labor?
memory with the aid of
the initial letters of the mnemonic with a moral,
"So That I Will Not Annoy People And
eral,

Agriculture,

(Easily retrived from

Come
I'll

for

Late.")
admit that Defense

War, but

let's

is

a nice

euphemism

not kid ourselves about the

duties of the office.

George Washington

didn't

Quarter Notes
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women who

say "In time of peace prepare for defense." But

or

the offices don't really bother me

Secretary of Labor be willing to accept the

the everchanging parade of

It's

all

that much.

names of the

name Frances

who hold the offices. Why not settle on
one name for the occupant of each post and

Pop

stick to it?

Crosby,

people

This

may

proposal at

strike

first

some people

as a radical

blush; but on reflection

they'll agree that

it's

think

I

actually a sound, even

conservative position and one that would help
maintain stability in the federal government.
I'll

would appreciate

bet the president

doesn't

It

names we
that

little

make

it

too.

a lot of difference what

use. But while we're at

extra effort and

it

let's

make

come up with names

is

honored by being appointed

Perkins.

We should do this in other walks of life too.
would stick to names hke Bing
Rosemary Clooney and Ella

vocalists

Fitzgerald instead of Linda Ronstadt, Billy

Madonna, Boston and Run-DMC. Every
would use the name Willie
Mays, at least in the Nadonal League. In the
American League they would all be called Joe
Joel,

center fielder

DiMaggio. But no, tampering with baseball

may be

going too

far.

We can learn to relegate

Joe and The Say-Hey Kid to the land of
Baseball Nostalgia along with Baker Bowl and

Joltin'

with the right ring to them. Henry Morgenthau

the St. Louis Browns.

sounds like a Secretary of the Treasury.
George Shultz, on the other hand, may be a
perfectly competent Secretary of State and the
name is easy enough to remember, but it lacks
a certain flair. An eminent position like this

Oil

name with the right tone. One with
Dean for a first name like Dean Acheson or
Dean Rusk; or one in which given name and
requires a

surname

are

interchangeable,

like

Clark

and Cyrus Vance (or it you
Clifford Clark and Vance Cyrus).

prefer,

Clifford

is

willing to use America's

muscle to hammer out international agreements that count with the average citizen. Like
insisting that other countries stop

changing

can even adjust to

Andujar with the aid of daily recitation on the

TV tube.
Let's concentrate on the federal government. In addition to the President's Cabinet I
have one other recommendation, and I'll admit
it. The Chief
Supreme Court should always be
John Marshall... I had a great uncle by that

there's a personal reason behind

Justice of the

name

— a railroad man rather than

one, but

And while we 're at it let's get a powerful Secretary of State, who

We

Can Boyd, Howard Johnson, and Joaquin

it

made

the

name easy

a judicial

to associate

I had a clear picture of
Uncle John, ensconced in the cab of his

with the judiciary.

locomotive, dispensing justice throughout the
land.

Well,

I

could go on, but

why

should I? The

names. What ever happened to Congo, a
country I once knew well. It sat smack in the
middle of Africa and was colored a bright pink.
Now they not only changed the name to

president has a string of highly paid writers and

Zambia

including the proper ethnic mix) quicker than
you can say Zbigniew Brzezinski. They have
names like William Safire, John Galbraith,

their

or Zaire (or

Empire?) but

I

is it

the Central African

suspect they

moved

it

across

half the continent and changed it to deep purple

or kelly green.

No, nothing that we learn stays
more I think about it the

the same. In fact, the

more I'm convinced that we should reserve the

name
it

Cordell Hull for Secretary of State.

should be

little

enough to require that a

And
man

media consultants with a special talent for this
sort of thing.

They

fashion a cabinet of

are wordsmiths

who can

memorable names (even

Arthur Schlesinger. Or they should have.

Quarter Notes
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Brother Patrick Sheekey
Editor and Teacher

story that

finger

years, and

its

editor for

many

inspirational force always.

its

But he died
of one

victim

Alzheimer's.

in a nursing

of hfe's

— teaching
home, the

crudest diseases,

We are told that in the few lucid

moments allowed him

in his last

months, he

could pray, even though he could not recognize his friends and Brothers.

he prayed for

would be

all

own

standards.

We like to think

who worked with words;

on the place where a writer had gone

wrong. His special talent was to nurture the
talent in others.

Because he cared so much

about writing and so

about his

little

he enkindled the creative

Brother Patrick once said he hoped to die in
the classroom, doing what he loved
writing.

his

Nor was he an incisive critic who could put his

Brother Patrick Sheekey died on April 3,
1986, at the age of 82. He was one of the

founders of this magazine,

met

that

right in character.

fires

own

would read a

In his writing classes, he

ego,

of others.
story,

displaying an actor's talent for dramatizing.
the class was free to critique the story.
Only one rule was standard: Brother Pat stood
a book on its end on the desk, and no one could
say anything negative until he laid the book on
its side. He knew, and his students learned,

Then

the virtue of charity in

criticizing

others'

efforts.

"A

teacher affects eternity," wrote Henry

Brother Patrick was a writing teacher for more

Adams. "He can never

than 50

ence stops."

tell

where

his influ-

No

textbooks, and the editor of Four Quarters for

one who studied under
Brother Pat or worked with him as a writer can

longer than anyone else in

doubt the truth of those words.

years,

an editor of high school

its

35 -year history.

Passionate in his concern for good writing, he

wrote detailed comments on each student's

paper and lengthy notes to the magazine's

JOHN KEENAN

contributors.

Of all

Brother Patrick admired
and its practitioners the most.
How he would have loved to master that form!
The next best thing to writing stories was to
write short story writers, and the magazine's
files contain replies from such giants of the
form as Katherine Anne Porter and Flannery
O'Connor. He recognized O'Connor's talent
long before the critics and wrote immediately

What's In A Name?
Another Name

to her to invite a contribution.

The letter to the
then-unknown author began: "Dear Mr.

because Gimbels' Thanksgiving Day Parade
in Philadelphia turned out to be sponsored by

O'Connor."

television station

literary forms.

the short story

Irony of ironies,

this

inspirational writing

teacher and editor was not a gifted writer
himself.

He

could talk writing with endless

enthusiasm, inspiring the itch to write in his
listeners,

but he could never manage to write a

trip seemed
The name game

This year's Christmas shopping

more

unsettling than usual.

made

old landmarks impossible to find
Gimbels was gone; Stems stood sternly in its

place.

Of

course,

I

should have known that,

WPVI-TV

(which

I

still

name, WFIL-TV). But I
forgot and went looking for Gimbels anyhow. I
wonder if Santa did the same thing at the end
think of by

its

earlier

of the Thanksgiving

Day

parade.

My confusion was not lessened when I tried to

Quarter Notes
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shop Bamberger's, only to find large signs
announcing that "Bamberger's is now

Macy's."

And "Bamberger's

has taken the

family name." Bamberger Macy.

Maybe Bamberger

knew.

And

I

never

G

G. Macy.

for

GimbeL

When

seeming normality,

I had no
was idiosyncratic or, more
bluntly, weird. They must have fooled others,
too, as their fatal flaw seemed to go unnoticed

idea

my

this

family

by the larger world. Closet claustrophobics
appropriately until shoved in a

who behaved

a friend asked

me

to

meet him

at the

Wanamaker's, a meeting place dear
I remembered that Wanamaker's had just changed hands also, and
perhaps the eagle would join the Blue Eagle of
eagle in

to Philadelphians,

the

Because of

NRA in history.

Why were my parents like this? Who knows. I
do know that the aberrations that this aberration spawned were many.

My sister and I never stooped to hiding candy
or

had a Christmas Club at a bank called IVB,
but the check now carried the new name of
Fidelity Bank. Unnerved by all this instability, I jumped into our Datsun, which had
changed into a Nissan when I wasn't looking,
and delivered the toys to the grandchildren,
I

who — thank

closet.

heavens

in

satisfied

with their names.

of

cigarettes.

Nor were mere

We hid aspir-

— our symbol of emancipation.

Diane's asthma went untreated. Well, untreated by the traditional route.

Of course, no

one knew then that she actually had asthma,
as

— remained

packs

contraceptives our contraband.

diagnosis

that

doctor's

visit.

A

would have required a
steamy room when her

became too labored was the makeremedy for this ailment. She always got
better. Perhaps my parents knew she was fit
breathing
shift

JUDY TRACHTENBERG

and were sanguine Darwinians comfortable
about her survival. Maybe they were witch
doctors. Jewish witch doctors.

As Long As You Have

Another oddity that this approach to health
engendered was our relationship to Dr. Kap-

Your Health

who practiced in our apartment
Although we had never seen Dr.

lan, a dentist

There was no medicine in our house. No
doctor ever made a house call. We were not
Jehovah's Witnesses— just aberrations in a
conformity- embracing era. There were but
two remedies for what ailed us, enemas and
vaseline.

and

my

In

all

a lapsed hypochondriac,

mother, a Christian Scientist without

portfolio,
ilbiess

My father,

concurred only

— namely,

it

in their

approach to

didn't exist.

other respects

my

parents

seemed

normal,

intervals,

bestowing affection on their

dren, visiting with friends

pricked they bled.

when

Kaplan, he nonetheless loomed as a prepossessing personage in absentia for

and me. This because

my

my sister

mother, ordinarily

deaf to our melodies about maladies, occasionally heard the trumpet call of a stomach
ache and mobilized for action.
action to

Translate

enema time. Since Diane and I were

unalterably opposed to this treatment plan,

relatively

eating meals

house.

at regular

free.

chil-

When

When tickled they laughed.

she would invoke the
dentist

— Dr.

" If you don't

name

of that

demon

Kaplan.

let me give you this enema," my
mother would cry to Diane or me, " I' 11 get Dr.
Kaplan up here to help." Not realizing that his

—

was limited to mouths, we always
succumbed to the treatment.

practice

At sixteen, during an adolescence where I
couldn't find anything right with myself and
decided that a change of nose could signal a
change of fortune, I dared temerity by asking
to go to a plastic surgeon.

was greeted

request

Nose.

ridiculous

No

Dr.

I'd have to work on my
which needed an even more skill-

No rhinoplasty.

personality,
ful

The

predictably.

surgeon.

A personality-plasty.

My catarrh of six weeks'
fifteen

left

my

all

when I was
unconcerned. By

the kleenex

my nose de-

manded, they felt they had discharged their
debt to me, as well as society, and that could
have been an end to it. A perhaps dormant
hypochondriasis led

me

to

reconsider the

symptoms of this cold and come up with a
more dramatic diagnosis polio. Were my

—

parents terrified by this revelation?

I

Did they call a doctor? Only after I
gave them no peace. The diagnosis over the
phone remember, these were no-pay customers was not polio.

—
—

"Allergies," Dr. Rappaport told them.

"Get

I

I was shocked by my mother's
sudden conversion to a more liberal stance on
the doctor issue. She was now pro-choice.

Then one day

" Arlene's engaged to a medical student,"
as

I

trying to feign a

said,

dismay commensurate with

hers.

"Too bad?" she screamed incredulously.
What are you talking about too bad? Do you
know the kind of life that girl is going to have?
She'll be able to

have everything she's ever
only have it so bad."

You should

wanted.

What I had confused as sympathy was envy

at

and not given to epiphanies, I found it difficult
reconcile this seeming contradiction
doctors were to be avoided except when it was

to

time to get married.
This theme got louder as

I

got older.

"Was he as much fun as he was handsome,"
my mother wanted to know when I returned
from a blind date with a medical student who

was

as insipid as he

"Yes,"

was

unattractive.

I replied.

What unconsidered
our destiny?

Was

my

came home from

school.

Growing up in that house, I of course mistook
her drawn expression for dismay .at her best

forces propel us towards
it

an

accident

an

or

unconscious desire to please our mother that

my

sister

dentistry

—

For some reason a mellowing, perhaps
or, more likely, my constant nagging, they
accepted this advice and my polio was cured.
My cold, too, although I did walk around with
a constant hangover from the antihistamine.
Discomfort by fire or discomfort by ice.

me

"That' too bad,"

married and

medical student.

some antihistamines."

mother greeted

poor choice of a mate.

don't

think so.

her

friend's daughter's

her friend's stroke of good fortune. Being slow

duration

parents

supplying me with

—

I

became engaged

Was my

to a

fiance's switch to

prompted by some

atavistic urge to

recapitulate the legendary Dr. Kaplan?

The

seems irrelevant,
whether
it was Fate or my
of
question
as is the
mother who hurtled us onto the road more
silent rebellion, in the end,

travelled.

the

sum

The

irreducible irony distilled from

of our experiences

is

all

that

is

relevant now. The people who were once
banned from our house are our husbands; our
homes are filled with the drugs that pharma-

companies seduce us with. And when
mother visits, she asks for samples.

ceutical

my

—

—

I

ALFRED CORN

Stephen Dedalus:

No.

I will

Man

Young

Self- Portrait as a

describe the arts of flying:

First the surge,

an indrawn

sigh,

FamiUar windiness of all
The sunlit death-defying.
Peak,

now

sink to hover

Roads and plots; rivers, beds where they crawl;
The stink of altitude zero
Propels me up past clouds for cover!
Father of Icarus, claim your right

To

carpenter and be no hero.

But some have shed

lost

wax

Chose the son, who chose

sincerely, and.
flight.

((

Nina"

Someone

to

at the

Phoenix Park Zoo

watch? Pearl- cool, a tall carafe
and mist, she strolls, she

Half-filled with ice

stares:

At air-conditioned dens for polar bears;
At a vest-pocket veldt with shy giraffe.
White blouse, flaxen braids. The Plays of Chekhov.
Not the head you'd think would care for zoos.
But now she's asked a guide about the gnus.
The wolves, the bats; as if she meant to check
Hoof, paw, wing

"No

off

— each species of the Mammal.

platypus or lemurs? Nothing

"Well then," she

.

.

.

bizarre?

and settles for a camel.
If she hasn't looked my way, that's by design?
(I'm standing near an ape named Zanzibar.

The cage

sighs

that counts

is his.

And

hers.

And

mine.)

—

JOYCE CAROL OATES

"Recurring

Dream

of Childhood"

July humid and heavy as spite. The long
noon waning. You've never been equal
to the love you've

been given and to punish

you comes suddenly
or will

it

after-

that

dream of the other night

be tonight, the dream

like the

poem

open though when you examine it
closely you see that nearly every detail is wrong
the faces of your family have the texture of rock
is

silence pried

you approach
rooms
you
never
knew,
into
all things blurred
or too precise, verging on pain small as a fingernail that becomes the entire body If the farmhouse
or vapor, the walls dissolve as

!

is

the house of your childhood then

you are the wrong

age to be weeping like mercury spilled across a table
top or your grandfather

is

already dead but sitting

calmly in the kitchen dropping cigarette ash
onto his work clothes and reading The Buffalo Evening News.

Your black Labrador puppy has grown into a strange dog
and who is that sitting hunched his head in his hands
where no lover of yours ever sat in this house
and what
is

is

the dream's logic that the staircase

in the living

mare.

wool

And
in

the

room.

And

the stairs steep as night-

windows so

your throat but

it's

high. Laughter like steel

your laughter, raw, sur-

prised, or

Some

is

this

weeping again and everyone stares.
you rehve them only in

things are exact though

—

dream the smell of the potato field after rain,
grown rancid in the old barn. But your father

the

the hay
is

so

too short for your height
tall

isn't he.

a man. If the coal bin

is still

Oh God
in that

he was always
comer

of the dark unbreathable cellar and the echo
the cistern where
is it

you dared

to lean in.

still

in

Your mother, or

your grandmother, faces you understand without

being able to see, rummaging through a trunk in the spare

and

it is

your duty to

assist but

your muscles are locked,

Here
you without recrimination.
Here, we've kept your life for you to fill
helpless, there are sharp words, a taste like pewter.

we've been living, she

tells

Terror of Flying
In the sky's blue eye death draws
like

a magnet

Clouds like stammering syllables
and even the blue is fake,
as you've been carefully told

Here
a

is

where you weren't
ago. And where

moment

you won't be,
sooa
In the time

it

takes

In the time

it

takes

you
you

to read this.
to turn

a page, or squint out the
at

what's rushing, there,

in the sky's

blue eye.

window

room

.

ALAN PATON

South AfricaYesterday and Today
In the days before writing was

known to South Africa, before there were historical records,
The richness of the fauna was fantastic.

the majority of the inhabitants were wild animals.

There were elephant, lion, cheetah, giraffe, rhinoceros, hippopotamus, crocodile, and hundreds of thous ands perhaps millions of antelope from the lovely eland to the tiny blue duiker
The bird life was also rich, there being over eight hundred species in the subcontinent. It was
not a country of big forests but it had a wealth of flowers and that part of the country known as
,

,

,

,

,

Namaqualand is renowned for its desert ephemerals,which cover the veld for mile after mile
after the first spring rain. As in so many countries this wildlife is threatened, but it is preserved
in

many parks, the most famous and the most spectacular being the Kruger

Park, which con-

have mentioned in an area the size of the principality of Wales.
This earthly paradise was lived in by several peoples of whom I shall name two. One were
the San people (once called the Bushmen), people of small stature, magnificent hunters and
trackers, superb marksmen with the bow and arrow. They knew all about the herbs and plants
of the veld, as food, as medicine, and as the sources of some very virulent poisons with which

tains all those animals I

they tipped their arrows

.

They worshipped

the

moon and

ascribed supernatural or magical

properties to certain creatures such as the praying mantis But their immortal achievement
.

was

their rock painting, in

chase.

which figured humans, animals,

They were not photographic painters; by

birds,

and the pleasures of the

distortion they gave to their animals a grace

and a beauty which excites the admiration of modem artists, and they were great depictors of
motion. They were people of no fixed habitation. Occupying the land with them were the
Khoikhoi people, of greater physical stature. They were seminomadic owners of cattle. Their
language shows traces of San influence, the San languages being remarkable for their cUcks,
most of which are unmanageable by westerners. There were similarites also in their
religion.

To

these early peoples,

who were by no means numerous,

belonged

this vast

and well-

favoured country. There was meat and grazing for all. But their ownership-if you can call it
that-was to be challenged by two more virile peoples the one coming from the north the other
,

,

coming from Europe and entering the subcontinent from the south.
The people who came from the north were black, African, and tribal in organisation. It is
certain that iron-working, Bantu-speaking people were in the northern Transvaal as early
as the eleventh century and that they had reached as far south as the Transkei by the sixteenth
century, and probably earlier. There are records of sailors who were wrecked on the coasts of
the Transkei long before the arrival of white settlers, and who were on the whole hospitably
,

by the black people already living there.
These facts have come to light only in comparatively recent times They destroy one of our
favourite white myths, namely that the blacks crossed the Limpopo River in the north at the
same time the first white settlers landed at the Cape of Good Hope. This myth was created
because of the feeling of white guilt caused by the accusation that the white people had dis-

treated

.

.

possessed the true owners of the country. These feehngs of guilt are quite useless. Both white
and black are responsible for the disappearance, or rather absorption, of the Khoikhoi and the
flight

of the San to caves in the mountains where they created their unique paintings until they

were exterminated or took further

flight, finally to

the Kalahari Desert, where they adapted

themselves to that harsh and forbidding country.
1 652 the Dutch, under Governor Jan van Riebeeck, established a refreshment station at
Cape of Good Hope. They called their settlement Cape Town, and it is situated under a
magnificent mountain called Table Mountain. The Dutch soon made the acquaintance of the
Khoikhoi, but the black tribesmen were some four or five hundred miles to the east. Even by
this time the San people were on the retreat. They did not keep cattle, but they liked meat, and
it was sometimes easier to steal their meat from the Khoikhoi and the African tribesmen.
Every man's hand was against them, including now the white burghers, who had become settlers and were moving slowly to the east, establishing farms and keeping cattle. The San were
driven into the mountains and into the Kalahari. With their bows and arrows they could not
stand up to the spear, far less to the gun.
The Khoikhoi fared better, but many of them were gradually forced away from the fruitful
coastal regions into the interior. Those that stayed became the servants of the white people.
They, and to some extent the San people, and the Malay slaves that were brought to the Cape

In

the

towards the end of the seventeenth century, and to a certain extent their masters and

employers created the Cape Coloured people Once again we had a comforting myth, and that
was that the white blood in the Cape Coloured veins came from "passing soldiers and sailors."
Some of it did, no doubt, but most of it came from the creators of the myth, the white
,

.

overlords themselves
It

was not the

first

intention of the

Dutch

to found a colony. But the first white burghers,

about nine in number, were eventually granted land by the Dutch East India Company. They

became farmers on their own account, and began moving away from Cape Town and Table
Mountain. That part of South Africa is very beautiful. One is always
climate

is

in sight of mountains, the

benign, the rainfall good, the wild flowers magnificent. These Dutch burghers had

no desire to return to Holland. Dutch orphan girls were sent out to marry them, and after their
narrow and very often unhappy girlhoods, they gave a fierce affection to this free and lovely
land and imparted this affection to their children. The Dutch were joined by other Dutch, by
Germans, and most notably, by Huguenot refugees from France who were absorbed by the
Dutch and contributed greatly to the growth of the infant wine industry. Although it was not
discernible then, already a new race was being bom, whose links with Europe became weaker
with each generation They were later to be called the Afrikaners Another new race was being
bom too, of Khoikhoi, Malay, African and European blood the Cape Coloured people. These
were the servants in the white households and the labourers on the white farms They spoke the
language of their masters in their own way, they brought up the white children, and therefore
they powerfully influenced the changes that took place in the Dutch language, until it eventually became the new language, Afrikaans Some modem Afrikaners deny this influence, but
.

.

—

.

.

they are being oversensitive.

must note that these two races were distinct. The one was the mler the other was the mled.
the other inferior. The white attitude to the Coloured was a mixture of kindness, paternalism, and in many cases contempt. The Coloured attitude to the white was not
necessarily servile, but was certainly docile. That is not tme today, but we have not got there
yet. It is surely both strange and abhorrent that one should feel contempt for a child that one
I

One was superior

,

,

has oneself created.

The Dutch with their guns more or less had this country to themselves for a hundred years.
They could now be called the trekkers or the trek-boers They were always moving farther east
and northeast away from the ease and comfort of Cape Town. They were more and more cut
.
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European culture. Their language was changing more and more. It was enriched by a
host of new words, in an attempt to describe a country which bore almost no physical resemoff from

blance to Holland whatsoever. They had almost no books except the Bible, which most
families read in daily worship. As they moved farther and farther from Cape Town, the coun-

became more spacious the distances more vast. In the great expanse known as the Karoo it
became more and more like desert. It was almost inevitable that as they moved through this

try

,

land with their cattle and their sheep, their menservants and their maidservants, they should
liken themselves to the children of Israel, they should thank

God who had led them to this promised

land that seemed to go on forever, and the most fanatical of them should see themselves as a

chosen people placed on this continent of Africa for some kind of divine purpose.
It was about 1770 that the trekkers first encountered the African tribesmen. Both were
cattle-keeping people. The blacks resisted the advance of the whites. They did not retreat or
fade away. Though few had guns they were fierce warriors with spear and shield. The black

man would raid white farms, seize cattle, and very often wipe out a white trekker's family. The
white farmers would organise a commando, conduct a retaliatory raid, kill black warriors and
,

some of which were inevitably not their own. With his urge to trek, the white farmer would encroach on what the black man thought to be his land. The Governor at the Cape
would try fruitlessly to control the situation; he would forbid further advances and fix new frontiers, all in vain. So grew a bitter enmity between black and white. Practically the only communication between black and white was by means of the gun and the spear. It is fair to say that
the black man became part of the white man's mind, just as the white man became part of the
seize cattle,

black man's mind.
I should like here to
but

I

make an interpolation. I am not giving my readers an accurate history,
am giving them what I think to be an accurate interpretation of history I am selecting the
.

material with one aim only in view, and that

so

many

is

to help readers to understand the strange and to

people inexplicable situation in which

we

understood our situation than that they should know
say that what

I

are today.

all

I

would much rather they

the facts of our history.

I

need hardly

am giving you is my interpretation of our history, not the interpretation of any

other person.
at war with Napoleon and his ally the BataCape of Good Hope and it became the Cape Colony.
This was vitally to affect the lives of the Dutch people, and especially the Dutch trek-boer,
whom I shall now call, a bit prematurely, the Afrikaner. He had come to regard this land of

In

1

806 by

right

of conquest, the British, then

vian republic of Holland, annexed the

He had never taken kindCompany and he took even less kindly to the rule of the

Africa as his own country That is why he called himself an Afrikaner.
.

ly to the rule

of the Dutch East India

The Hst of his grievances tells us a great deal. They were the use of Hottentot soldiers
men, the issue of regulations for the registration and treatment of Hottentot servants, the use of white churches for Sunday afternoon services for Hottentots and slaves, the
control of reprisals against cattle stealers. Then came the emancipation of slaves, the manner
in which it was done, what the Afrikaner thought to be the Government's weakness in dealing
British.

against white

with the incessant frontier troubles, the

fiftieth

Ordinance of 1 828 which gave

rights to

Hot-

tentot labour, the impartiality of the courts, the Anglicisation of the courts of justice, and the

unpopular

activities of the foreign missionaries

who

did not "understand the country."

Many Afrikaner farmers, who were called Boers, decided that they could no longer endure
and so began, from 1835 onward, the great northward migration known as the
Great Trek. There were many causes of the Trek, but the prime cause was the desire of the
Boers to get away from this new idea of racial equality which to them was abhorrent. To cut a
long story short, they conquered one black chiefdom after another, they set aside inadequate
lands for those they conquered, and they finally founded the republics of the Transvaal and the
Orange Free State. In the Transvaal it was categorically laid down in the constitution that
there was to be "no equality in Church or State."
British rule,

Some of the trekkers

turned east and descended the great wall of the Drakensberg into the

and well -watered region known as Natal, so called by Vasco da Gama, who passed
these shores on Christmas Day 1497 in search of a sea route to India. The trekkers were entering the land of the Zulus, the kingdom created by the great Shaka. The Zulus were now ruled
by Dingane, who had assassinated his half-brother Shaka in 1828, and in 1838 slew Pieter
Retief, the trekker leader, and a hundred men, who had gone to Dingane 's kraal, or village, to
ask for land. Dingane then sent armies to the trekker camps in Natal, and killed over 360 of
the Boers, men, women, and children, so that the place became known as Weenen, which
means "Weeping." This deed was avenged at the battle ofBlood River on 16December 1838,
when Andries Pretorius, the new leader, defeated Dingane 's army. The Zulus left behind
three thousand dead and the Boer casualties were three wounded men. Before the battle the
fertile

Boers swore a covenant to keep the day holy forever should God give them the victory. It was
called Dingane 's Day for more than a hundred years, but was then called more appropriately
the Day of the Covenant. In 1 980 it was renamed the Day of the Vow It is by law observed as a
.

Sunday, and no cinema or theatre or race meeting or public sports event may be held on that
day. For many years it was observed by large throngs of Afrikaners, and though it was a
religious holiday it was also a great political occasion. It was in fact the great day of
Nationalist Afrikanerdom and of the National Party, an organistion of which I shall tell later.
The rest of the South African population, more than ninety percent of them, did not observe
the day at

all,

and

it

was because of their indifference that the day was

ruling National Party to be a solemn holiday

was the

British

who

finally

.

It

finally declared

by the

only remains to add that forty -one years later it

destroyed the Zulu kingdom at the Battle of Ulundi, in 1879.

After their victory at Blood River the Boers founded their capital of Pietermaritzburg, the

was bom. There they laid out their rectangular town and built the Church of the
was short. The British annexed Natal in 1845 and most of the trekkers
returned over the Drakensberg to join their kinsmen in the new republics But the historical
process of change and conquest had by no means run its course.
In 1886 happened one of those events after which things cannot be the same again. Gold
was discovered on the Witwatersrand in the Republic of the Transvaal. The city of Johannesburg was founded. Aliens of many races, but particularly the British, streamed into the
Transvaal. Between the alien gold seekers and the Afrikaner farmers the incompatibility was

place where

Vow. But

I

their rule

.

almost complete. This incompatibility, and the fact of the gold itself-the richest reefs in the
world-led to the Anglo-Boer War of 1 899, a war which inflicted wounds on South Africa from

which, eighty -one years

later,

she has not fully recovered.

Although President Kruger of the Transvaal Repubhc issued the ultimatum, the war was the
work of Joseph Chamberlain, Alfred Milner, and Cecil Rhodes. A great deal of nonsense was
talked about the sufferings of the Uitlanders, who were for the most part Britishere who worked
mines of Johannesburg. The war was not fought for them except ostensibly It was
fought for the gold, and for the conquest of the two Boer republics of the Transvaal and the
Orange Free State. They stood in the way of the expansion of the Britsh Empire, and of that
.T Stead that he
all-red route from Cape to Cairo which was the dream of Rhodes who told
Milner,
after endKruger
was
right
when
he
burst
out
to
if
he
could.
would annex the planets
less discusssions of grievances, "What you want is my country!"
There was of course also a noble reason for the war, because the British-like every nation no
doubt-want noble reasons for war. The noble reason was to "protect the natives." One can
in the gold

.

,

,

W

.

only say ha-ha to that.

War was the beginning of the decline of British
The truth is that a substantial number of British people was ashamed of the war.
1 906 the British restored self-government to the Transvaal and in 1 907 to the Orange River

Few

people realised that the Anglo-Boer

imperialism.
In

Colony

(that

is,

the conquered Free State), though they remained colonies. There were

four self-governing British colonies, the

now

Cape of Good Hope, Natal, the Transvaal, and the

1-
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State. I myself was bom, not a South African, but a Natalian. In 1 9 10 the four
came together to form the Union of South Africa, a self-governing dominion. On 3
May 1 9 10, exactly eight years after the Peace ofVereeniging had ended the Anglo-Boer War,
the Union came into being.
I remember the occasion. The schoolchildren of Pietermaritzburg were assembled on the
Oval in Alexandra Park. We listened to speeches but I don 't remember them I remember that
we had buns and ginger beer. Whether the African, Indian, and Coloured children also celebrated I do not know. They certainly did not celebrate with us Though this will become clearer
as this story goes on, I shall emphasise now that South Africa was a white man's country, and
that the Anglo-Boer War was a white man's war, that the Union of South Africa was a white

Orange Free

colonies

,

.

.

man's Union, that the celebrations in Alexandra Park were celebrations for white children.
All this was done in spite of the fact that the white people then constituted one-fifth of the total
population.

Today they

consititute about one-sixth.

Of the four colonies, only one, the Cape of Good Hope, had a franchise open to people of all
races who possessed certain qualifications of education and ownership of property The Cape
.

representatives refused to enter the

Union unless they could take

their franchise with

them.
This eventually they were allowed to do, with the provision that the franchise could be amended or abolished by a two-thirds majority of a joint sitting of both houses of the new Union
parliament. Thus the Union came into being. Britain had made amends to the Boers, now

had placed the black people of South Africa in a position of powerless
The open franchise for African voters was amended in 1936,
1960. The open franchise for Coloured voters was amended in 1956 and

called Afrikaners, but

ness that has lasted until now.

and abolished

in

abolished in 1968.

Thus one of the most generous acts of reparation ever made to a defeated people was deeply
and fundamentally flawed. The British won the Anglo-Boer War in 1902, but the victor of
19 10 was the Boer policy of "no equality in Church or State." The white people of Natal did
not worry about that. It was their policy too, though they never put it into words Such a statement would not have been British.
Of all this I understood nothing. I believed-because my parents told me so-that our first
Prime Minister, General Louis Botha, was a man both brave and noble. And looking back I
see that it was so. He had led the Boers throughout the war, and after peace had returned he
devoted himself to the reconciliation of the Afrikaners and the British. He died in 1 9 1 9 but no
great life of him has ever been written. Over his grave General Smuts spoke words which
.

He called Botha "the greatest, cleanest, sweetest soul of all the land-of all
my days." But who knows if any of our white words will be immortal? History may begin again
should be immortal.

South Africa, and the words and acts of people Uke Botha and Smuts and Hofmeyr and
Vorster may be erased from memory. It all depends on how the future comes. If it comes by
violence and revenge, none of these names will be remembered. If it comes by wisdom and jusfor

tice,

they will be.

You will see that the Union of South Afiica was

a white man's country, even through white

was a country that had been won by conquest; that means by the gun It is not really useful to compare the conquest of the black people
of South Africa with the conquest of the American Indians. For one thing the black people of
South Africa vastly outnumbered their white conquerors. For another thing the white conquerers never broke the spirit of the black people they conquered. The great question that conpeople constituted only 1/5 of the population.
,

It

.

"How does

a conqueror undo his conquest?" It is easy to conquer;
for it requires much more subtle and powerful
conquest,
undo
dl you need is a gun. It is hard to
more
difficult to undo conquest when the conimmeasurably
It
is
made
weapons than any gun.
still
more afraid because he is nearly outmade
he
is
South
Africa
it;
in
undo
queror is afraid to
fronts

South Afiica today

is,

numbered by those he conquered.

Union of South Africa was established, the Afrikaner
It was strongly anti-Botha and anti-Smuts. Its aim was to
South Africa, and to strengthen the rule of the conqueror. It knew that 60% of white South

In 1914, four years after the

Nationalist Party
rule

was

established.

Africans were Afrikaners, and if they could be persuaded to vote Nationalist, then the
National Party would rule South Africa. To cut a long story short they succeeded in doing this
,

in the fateful election of

May 26,

1

948.

It

was due to that election that 38 years

later the

U.S.

Congress ruled to impose sanctions on South Africa.
I

remember that election well. Afrikaner Nationalists were jubilant. The

celebrated in every city and village in the country.

When

great victory

was

Dr. D.F. Malan, leader of the

National Party, drove through the streets of Pretoria to the Union Buildings, men and women

wept openly

in the streets.

God had

given the Afrikaners victory at

last.

Before Dr.

Malan

entered the office of the Prime Minister, he said a prayer, in which he no doubt gave thanks to

God

for the victory.

So in 1 948 the National Party embarked on a series of racial laws the like of which the world
had never seen before and will certainly never see again. These were the laws of the Apartheid.
I shall name only a few. There were the two sin laws, the Immorality Act and the Mixed
Marriages Act, which forbade any sexual relationship, including marriage, between a man of
one racial group and a woman of another. (I note here that the Mixed Marriages Act and the
most obnoxious clause of the Immorality Act were repealed in 1 984). There was the Population Registration Act, which assigned every man, woman, and child to one of four racial
groups, White, Coloured, Indian, or African; this Act brought anguish, and in some cases
death, to all those South Africans who lived as Whites but who had a Coloured ancestor.
When I say that in some cases it brought death, I mean by suicide. A young boy whose older
brothers have gone to a White high school is refused entrance because of the darkness of his
skin, and he goes home and hangs himself in his parent's wardrobe.
In 1950 was passed the Group Areas Act, which divided the whole country into White,
Coloured, Indian, and African areas If you were for example Coloured, you could not live in
a White area, or own property there. It was the Indian and Coloured people who bore the main
burden of this cruel Act. They were uprooted from areas where they had lived, sometimes for a
century, sometimes even longer. White people suffered httle. After all the Act was passed to
protect them and their properties. I remark here that the White and Coloured people of Cape
Town had lived together in relative peace for three centuries Today Cape Town is the scene of
much civil unrest and violence, and the Group Areas Act is one of the greatest causes.
I must mention one more law. It was a law passed in 1 950 to curb and punish anyone who
protested against these new racial laws. It was called the Suppression of Communism Act. It
signalled the first serious erosion of the rule of law, for it gave to the Minister of Justice power
to ban from pubUc life and from any gathering, and to house-arrest any person whom he deemed
to be "furthering the aims of Communism." The law further made it impossible for any Court
of Law to pronounce on the rightness or wrongness of the Minister's judgement. Many members of the Liberal Party of South Africa, which was founded in 1 95 3 to resist Apartheid, were
banned under this law. The National Chairman of the Party Mr Peter Brown, was banned for
ten years under this law and during that period he could not even attend the birthday parties of
.

.

,

.

,

his

own

children.

How could such laws

be made?

And

by a Government which openly declared
that it was Christian? And which declared that racial separation was the will of God? And
which was supported by the powerful Nederdvitse heretomeerde Kerk, commonly called the
Dutch Reformed Church, which also believed that racial separation was the will of God? How
could such a Government and such a Church defend laws that proved so cruel in their operation? There is only one way to defend them and that is to declare that the goal is so sublime that
a certain amount of suffering is worthwhile. In other words, the end justifies the means, which
especially

,
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you know is not a Christian answer. Or to put it more vulgarly, you can't make an omelette
How could such laws be made by Christian people, many of whom
were genuinely devout? I have lived with them all my life and I think they were the victims of a
monstrous self-deception. Dr. Malan, who said a prayer before he entered the Prime Minister's office, declared that one day all the nations of the world would come to South Africa to
learn how the problems of race could be solved with peace and justice. Dr. Malan was a clever
man, but he deceived himself, and did not know that he was doing so. How can one deceive
oneself, and not know that one is doing so? Only when some powerful emotional element
influences one's judgement, and in this case, the emotional element is fear, the conqueror's
fear of those he conquered. You understand that that is my opinion. The outside world is not so
charitable, and regards the goverrmient of the National Party as evil. So do many South
Africans. But the National Party itself would reject my opinion. They do not pass laws
because they are afraid, they pass them to achieve a just and peaceful society.
What has been the reaction of the conquered? The first powerful reaction was when the
as

without breaking eggs.

,

African National Congress (the

ANC) andthe Pan-Africanist Congress (the PAC) decided in
'

, '

1960 that their members would refuse to carry the hated 'pass a document that a black
man must always carry on his person, under a law which sent hundreds of thousands of people
per annum to prison. (I here report that in 1985 the Pass Laws were repealed.) On 21 March
1960 a crowd of several thousand marched on the Sharpeville police station to report that they
were not carrying their passes and to ask to be arrested. The police station was surrounded by a
high fence, and it is my view that a young white policeman panicked and opened fire,
whereupon, without any order to fire having been given, they all opened fire. 69 people were
killed, most of them shot in the back. The news went round the world, causing intense anger.
The Unified Nations condemned the action in a unanimous vote with two abstentions. The
Government of the United States also condemned it. Money flowed out of the country. White
property dropped tremendously in value. White emigration increased. Who would want to
early

'

live in

such a country?

The South African economy recovered from

this decline,

and

for 16 years the country

Development, which is a
enjoyed an uneasy peace. In 1966
was assassinated in
Hendrick
Verwoerd,
Dr.
euphemism for Apartheid, Prime Minister
that he understood
no
signs
who
showed
Parliament. He was succeeded by Mr. B.J. Vorster
the chief architect of Separate

the urgency of the situation.

On

16 June 1976 thousands of black school children demonstrated in Soweto against the
compulsory use of Afrikaans as a medium of instruction. That was the immediate reason. The

and the real reason was the subordination of Blacks to the white
conqueror, the burden of the pass laws, the getting up early in the morning to go to work in
Joharmesburg, the getting home late with no desire and no energy to spare for your family, the
pointlessness of it all. And if the parents wouldn't protest against it, the children would have to,
and they did. A young boy of 1 3, Hector Petersen, was killed by a police bullet and Soweto
went up in flames In the unrest that followed some four hundred people died. School children
real reason went much deeper,

.

set fire to schools, clinics, administration offices, buses, anything that exemplified the white

They attacked the police and the police vehicles with sticks, stones, and bare
They were not going to behave like conquered people any more. They had crashed
through some psychological barrier which would never be erected again Eventually the worst
unrest died down, and the country again entered a period of uneasy peace. It was clear that
South Africa would have to change its course.
This also became clear to the Government and the National party, headed now by a new
Prime Minister, Mr. P.W. Botha. So he embarked on anew constitutional dispensation, which
created two new Houses of Parliament, one for Coloured people and one for Indians By some
establishment.
fists.

.

.

unimaginable
their

own

folly, there

on the grounds that they had
homelands, Transkei, Ciskei, Venda, Bophuthatswana.

was no parhament

governing bodies in their

for black people,
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But the truth was that most of the Black people in South Africa had never seen a homeland, and
would never see one. This was true of many of the people of Soweto and of all the black
satellite towns of the White cities. The new constitution solved nothing. On the contrary it
turned 1985 into one of the most terrible years in our history. The death toll was still higher
than that of 1976. A new and frightening word came into the language the word ungovernable. It was said that the African national Congress in exile had issued orders for the Black
towns to be made ungovernable. The police force which in South Africa is half-White and
half-Black, was now supported by the Defense Force, which is almost entirely White. The
presence of White soldiers in Black townships has become an affront to Black people. It is of

—

course a stark reminder of the age of conquest.
I must here give my own opinion that Mr. P. W. Botha was

,

now is

,

sincere in his intentions

been an Afrikaner Nationalist all his life His Party will
bring in reforms at its own pace Yet he has amended the Immorality Act, repealed the Mixed
Marriages Act, abolished the Pass Laws. Yet these reforms have so far not achieved their
desired effect which is
in the end
to restore peace and order to the Black townships.
You can well imagine that Mr. P.W. Botha's government watched with anxiety the
approach of the tenth anniversary of 16 June 1976. The government was informed by its
advisers that highly organised plans had been made to bring the whole country to a standstill.
Therefore it declared a State of Emergency, which is now well over 100 days old. At least
12,000 people have been detained, church leaders, union leaders, members of the United
Democratic Front, students, all those suspected by the Government as determined to make
the country ungovernable. What good does it do? None that I can see. Was it necessary to do
it? All that I can answer to that is that those who had the power thought that it was necessary I
do not think for a moment that they did it for fun Did they do it to show that the power still lay
with them? Yes of course When rulers declare a state of emergency they do it to show that the
power is theirs. There may be fine talk about the necessity to maintain law and order, but the
emergency is declared to show that the country cannot be made ungovernable.
Let me conclude this grim chapter by saying that the year 1986 has been as bad as 1985.
What happens next? What is the future? Is there any hope? Can the conqueror really meet the
demands of the conquered, or is this a task beyond his powers? I would have to answer to all
those questions, "I don't know." Not only do I not know, but no one else knows.
to redress Black grievances But he has

.

.

.

—

—

.

.

.

A part of this article appeared in Mr.
An

,

Paton's autobiography. Alan Paton, excerpted from Toward the Mountain,
Autobiography. Copyright ® 1980 Alan Paton. Reprinted with the permission of Charles Scribner's Sons.
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JAMES MERRILL

Menu
Dawn. Mist

for the

As our

grill.

visual purple

Unfurls to usher in another day,

Highnesses of Appearance are discovered

— with us — the

Smokies. Dubious figures,
That bearded and bandanna'd
Kid outside the laundromat could be
Nature's nobleman, a local dirtbag.

Touring
Like

all their

Or one
Its

subjects.

disguised as the other. Smell this coffee.

molecules, as you bend your head to them,

Outwhiz the edge of space. Exciting, but
the incognito, and will it never

Why

Be seen through?

Is

my

dread of the electorate

Justified or fatally naive?

What relation has the mother cat
To (a) her litter, (b) the barrio
Women who comer her, and ( c)
The TV coverage of their meal? To what
Degree was Gandhi neither fish nor fowl.
The War of the Roses an innocuous masque,
The brook our supper table? (Ragged white
Cloud- cloth, blue plates of calm, courses in swift
Succession chattering on to pebble mints
.)
.

.

Mental sleights and tints and taints untold.
Only perhaps reflected in a dewdrop
Or viewed from Venus do they concentrate
Into a single beam, though it too flickers.
Abstinence meanwhile, or something not
Unlike

it

That's

why

And

deep

in things, calls for the check.

the cabin floor

was strewn with

the brook, backsliding helplessly

Clutched

its

bed

for dear

life,

all

petals.

night.

knuckles white.
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J.

W.

FULBRIGHT

Forty Years of Fulbrights
appropriate I think, on this 40th anniversary of the Educational Exchange Program to
some of the circumstances and original purpose of the legislation.
The legislation was introduced in the Senate a few days after World War II was ended in
Asia by the first use of nuclear weapons in warfare when two large cities were destroyed. The
primary motive in its introduction was that something should be done to deter or prevent, if
possible, future nuclear wars. From my own experience as a Rhodes Scholar in the 1920's, I
believed that to live and study with the young people of a foreign land tends to give one a
capacity for empathy and a feeling of identity with the foreigners as fellow human beings even
It is

,

recall

though they have different customs and attitudes Although these differences were not very
great in my case, nevertheless, I thought the idea would be valid if applied to more diverse
.

cultures.
left by
American armies abroad provided a unique means of funding for the initial exchanges. The
coincidence of the idea and the m^ans at a time when people were shocked by the impHcations
of the unprecedented destructive power of the atomic bombs made the proposal feasible even
though the Congress was not accustomed to supporting cultural activities at that time. Even
today they have a low priority.
We may recall that at the same time under the impact of the War the United Nations Charter was approved overwhelmingly by the Senate but since that time as the memory of the War

In addition to the idea of exchanges the foreign credits from the disposal of material
,

the

,

,

has receded, interest in pursuing the idea of collective security has virtually disappeared in the
Congress or the country. By contrast interest in the Exchange Program has gradually
increased as the cold war with Russia and the arms race has escalated with the result that Congress has increased the appropriations for exchanges and
tarily entered into cost sharing

some 29 other countries have volun-

agreements with the United States.

As the futility and the dangers of the enormous accumulation of armaments become more
apparent people quite naturally will consider what alternatives there are to enhance this
security. The logical alternative is a way to change the traditional approach to the problem of
from sole reliance upon force to the use of diplomacy and transnational education to
and cooperation in place of competition and confrontation.
There are many different ways to promote cooperation between nations, but one of the most
promising is the exchange of the most talented young people, the future leaders of their respective countries, who when they have achieved positions of influence in their countries will be
inclined to promote measures of cooperation. The experience of living and studying amongthe
people of an alien culture is well designed to create a capacity for empathy, a desire to
cooperate and a distaste for violence and the wholesale murder of fellow human beings.
It is quite evident though apparently not yet recognized that there is little, if any possibility
that the capacity for mutual destruction by nuclear weapons presently possessed by the major
powers can be removed or neutralized, therefore a change in their attitudes and intentions
security

foster a policy of conciliation

,

toward each other

is

the only reasonable alternative.

When the leaders of the nuclear super powers finally recognize the fiitility and irrationality
of the arms race, they will accept the necessity of finding the

means

to cooperate with their

—
21
rivals.

For the near term

traditionalists
tial in

it is

who are now

change of attitude among the
power, but as the next generations mature and become influen-

unrealistic to expect a substantial

in

the affairs of their countries, they will recognize the possibilities of cooperation.

It

boggles the mind, even now, to consider how the security of the world could be enhanced if the

powers could bring themselves to reduce their military budgets even by one half
and devote the resources to constructive puposes.
To bring about such a dramatic change in the traditional international scene is a primary
objective of the Fulbright Exchange Program.
great super

JOHN HOLLANDER

The Noisy Neighbor
Pounding and shuffling overhead

The mad, abandoned

To crown

fishwife tries

her spiteful enterprise

That has half-emptied our old bed

—The spell whose creaks of hating go
Among the

dead joists of the wall
To sicken our poor house, then fall
Harmlessly to the street below
But with what mischief now? I see
Her seldom with her dog, nor hear

Her puzzlement of loss and
Her venom and vulgarity.
That wind-up

Emblem

doll of

fear,

want and dole,

of friendliness aborted,

Has she become

the dull, distorted

Simulacrum of my soul?
Will

my

Sicken

As

hale neighbor just below

in turn

of what she feels

the fierce stabbing of

Bitterly

my

heels

wounds him with our woe?

——

JOHN HOLLANDER
Inviting a Friend to

Lunch

my text,

Martial and Jonson frame

A pleasant catalogue of what
Delights for you are to be got

At lunch with me on Monday

next:

An

avocado full of pink
Prawns we will wash in a tide cleaner
Than ocean pale Gewurztraminer

—

Chilled just to

make

the palate wink;

A green world walled within a bowl,
Unfallen leaves that crown their plate

With which sweetly
Crispness of body,

Then a pure red

to celebrate

oil

will

of soul;

come

to

seem

Sublimer than that salad love

Ripe strawberries,

like pictures

of

Kisses, quite innocent of cream.

A banquet of discourse
Of ear and

How

and

odor, eye and

taste.

mind

assymetric and unkind

If the last

sense be

left

to waste!

Let the repast be not ungirt

By garlands sweeter than the green:
It would be rather worse than mean
Not to touch the most just dessert.

—
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J.D.

McCLATCHY

Richard Wilbur
A
A

Note and
Conversation

Richard Wilbur turned sixty -five last year, and can look back now on a remarkable career
which have won him all the honors and applause they

the books of poems and translations,

work

could; his

as essayist, editor,

Speaking for myself,

I'd

describing Wilbur's poetry

They were

want

and teacher;

first

to note

his

how

place

in

American

literary culture.

Moore might have been
for art, poem or painting.

exactly Marianne

when she revealed her three

standards

humility, with which the poet arms himself against any flashy idea of being

original. Concentration, which is a precise, persuasive ordering. And gusto, by which she
meant poetry's heightened natural force, which, she said, "thrives on freedom, and freedom in
art, as in life, is the result of a discipline imposed by ourselves."
One discipline his readers most often cite or rather, one aspect of the discipline Wilbur
has imposed, is his formal elegance: those ravishingly complex schemes and sentences, the
elevated diction, the suavely serious tone, still present even in the more relaxed or diffident
manner his style has assumed in some of his more recent work. (There is recent work, though
it's been over a decade since his last collection of poems.) The mistake would be to think that
this is easy, or is used to make things look easy. An essay he wrote 40 years ago remains the
most eloquent commentary of this subject. His metaphor is the rain-dancer and his magic
borrowing of the powers he wants to approach. "The difficulty and intricacy in the raindance," Wilbur wrote, "arise not fi-om emulation, and not from virtuosity in the dances, but

—

—

from the

difficulty

rain, or with
difficulty

—the impossibility — of achieving a direct expressive relationship with the

any other

real thing. In each art the difficulty of the form is a substitution for the
of direct apprehension and expression of the object." Wilbur has never shirked or

underestimated that difficulty, and the indirection by which he finds direction out is finally the
power of moral scrutiny. And isn't that what form is, finally?
The way Wilbur's poems search, not so much for meaning as for understanding, is a wonis one of his ways. His wit another. And he can as easily turn
on the world. Here is a couplet from a little poem called

der. His irony, or double-seeing,

them on himself

as

"Epistemology":

We milk the cow of the world, and as we do
We whisper in her ear, "You are not true."
It's not that the cow is oris not there. It's that the cow (or the world) is both itself and something
more. All along, Wilbur has had in mind what he once called "the dreamt land/Toward which
all hungers leap, all pleasures pass." It is characteristic of his poems that they often move from

a specific

memory to

a series of imaginings, and on

kind of speculation on divinity. His

scend the world
as

is

— without a trace of ponderousness —to a

that rational love that wants both to include

and tran-

— an essentially religious imagination which treats natural objects and scenes

emblems of another

order.

Scrupulous questioning and elegant rhetoric, in such

skillful

hands, can better contour the

chaos than the wildest poem; can make us feel the tension between the light touch and the darkit holds back. One has to watch carefully, beneath the performance that would convince

ness

The hero of his poem
"The Mind-Reader" is someone afflicted with perfect memory, the gift a torment. In another
poem, the "hands of love" are casually called "alien." One of his speakers says:
us otherwise, for the harsher realities on which these poems are founded.

I

am

a truant portion of the

Misshaped by time,

And

dear attachment to a sleeping hand.

Who
To

here on a certain day and listen

lie

the

birdsong, homelessly at home.

first

The voice is Wilbur 's
this

all

incorrigible desire

,

Adam

's

,

the

man 's — any man's Homelessly at home That is what

first

.

.

poet once called "the language of the mended soul." Not the language of the broken heart,

or of the invulnerable intellect, but the language of a

man

with wary yearnings, settled

doubts.

him recently. He was just putting some new vegetable seeds into the garden of his
Cummington, Massachusetts (he's looking forward to a strain of saffron-colored
broccoli whose floret-mounds remind him of clustered Buddhist temples) and was making
I

visited

home
final

in

arrangements for the publication of his new translation of Racine's Phedre, about to

appear on both sides of the Atlantic in book-form and, he hopes on stage. I had a chance to ask
,

him a few questions.
Q: Having translated four Moliere plays, and suffiised the English couplet with a French
wit, how did you go about finding the right tone for Racine?

Fm glad of your implication that I did find it. In doing Andromache, the first of my two
Racine translations, I didn't begin with a lot of formulated stylistic intentions based on
analysis; I simply went to work, fumbling after equivalents for what I felt to be there in the
original. But of course certain realizations and decisions were soon forced upon me. To a
greater degree than I had thought, Racine is innocent of what his detractors fault him for: bombast, frigidity mere sonority. In fact, such terms don't characterize him at all. He's hard to trans,

because he uses a small vocabulary in a plain, charged, purposive way,
is, as Lytton Strachey said, "compact as dynamite." His substance
is the intricate working ofpassions within and between persons under extreme pressure That
scarcely frigid substance is conveyed sparely and at top speed: there's no leisure, in Racine,
for any irrelevant music.
late precisely

producing a texture which

,

Q: But he

is

musical,

is

lator

is

bound,

in

ticular passages

much more French music in his lines than my American ear can

one respect in which translators of Racine are expected to fail. The transrendering Racine, to try to match the author's expressiveness of sound in a

Word-music

general way, and

.

he not?

Yes, and there's doubtless
catch.

,

I

is

is

hope to have done

that; but to

to play a losing game.

seek to duplicate the sound-patterns of par-

When I read some scenes from Phaedra at Cassis last

year, a French scholar from Aix pointed out that

I

had not captured the

internal

rhymes of

ma soeur, de quel amour bless^eA^ous mourutes aux bords ou vous fiites laissee!"
Well, I hadn't quite. My solution to those hnes went, "O sister Ariadne! Through Love, once
"Ariane,

more,/ You died abandoned on a barren shore!" That will have to do.

It

will do.

Enghsh can't

and pacing of French, the languages being too dissimilar,
and if one fondly tries to do so, while at the same time keeping the thought and achieving
functional rhymes, there's likely to be some sacrifice of point. That's impermissible, because
after all, directly imitate the noise

the thought should always have priority.
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Q: You speak of rhyme. Is rhyme obligatory

Racine?

in translating

Rhyme and meter are part of the music, which in turn is part of the meaning. Racine 's people
belong to a courtly and heroic world; but they are, as a rule, obsessed and driven natures who
fail their own standards. The meter and rhyme embody, in Andromache and Phaedra, that
ideal order of soul and society which the action continually violates. Or so I hear it.
Deciding on the appropriate English diction for Racine wasn't

difficult.

"Helas," as

it

appears and reappears in Racine, can only be rendered as "alas," and speeches addressed to

"my lord" and "my lady" must be capable of formality. The characters, as Richard Howard
was saying the other evening, talk to each other like courtiers alert, subtle, and eloquent. At
the same time, the urgency of their passions can make for an electric simplicity. Much of the
excitement of Racine 's language lies for his age and for ours in transitions between an elevation which is not ornate and a plairmess which is not vulgar. The most galvanizing phrase in
Andromache is Hermione's "Qui te I'a dit?" What could be plainer than "Who told you to?"
You could hear that from any window on any street.

—

,

Q:

Were

Yes.

I

,

there special problems with Phedre?

had to decide,

in tackling

Theramenes' long report of Hippolytus' death, whether or

not to preserve Racine's alternations between past tense and the historical present.
that question in the affirmative, because

it

seemed

to

me

that,

on the

I

decided

stage, the shifts into

would convey a sense not of literary artifice but of harrowing
immediacy. I also had to decide whether there was anything to be done about Phaedra's
change from vous to tu in her great scene with Hippolytus. No, there was nothing effective to
do about it in English, and in any case the pronoun-change coincides with, and merely rein-

present-tense narration

forces, Phaedra's explicit confession of her passion.

The hardest speeches

to handle

were

veiled utterance of courtly innuendo.

in

Act

When

II,

where I had to translate a certain amount of

Hippolytus, thinking King Theseus to be dead,

releases Aricia from the decree forbidding her to marry, she

dered in

this

makes a response which I've ren-

way:

Your goodness stuns me. Sir. By this excess
Of noble sympathy for my distress.
You leave me, more than you could dream, still yoked
By those strict laws which you have just revoked.
If I understand her,

Aricia is saying that the noble Hipploytus

marry, and that, since she dares not hope

is

for such a thing, she

the only man she would care to

is still

doomed to be

single.

She

puts it very darkly, however, and Hippolytus doesn't understand her at all; the audience,
which knows of her partiality for Hippolytus, will perhaps have a twilight glimpse of her meaning. Later in the act, Phaedra addresses to Hippolytus a comparably obscure intimation o^her
love, to

which he responds with alarmed half-comprehension and evasion. Degrees of

obscurity and degrees of understanding are not easy to translate with exactitude, but to
the attempt

is

fascinating work.

make

Q: There 's said to be a resurgence offormal verse in America nowadays among our younger
Does itstrikeyou that this is so, and how do you accountfor it as a natural corrective

—

poets.

to the

more free-wheeling impulses of the

There is

,

I

last few

think, a resurgence of formal verse in

decades?

America, but I can 't confidently account for

may feel that they've exhausted the possibilities of
enjambment — the only formal element in much free verse today — and so have looked for refreshment in disciplines which, through disuse, seem new. There may also be a growing revulsion from the sort of creative-writing poem — trickling, prosaic, narrowly personal,
unambitious — with which our little magazines have been stuffed for so many years. It may be,

it.

Some

individual poets of real talent

power over us.
and right-wing,
whereas free verse is hberating and democratic. The idea that free verse is forever original and
venturesome, that it is somehow "experimental" to imitate Pound or Bill Williams decade
after decade. The idea that formal poetry's heightening of language, its power to make strong
though

The

I

can't prove

it,

that certain bromidic ideas about form are losing their

idea, for example, that meter

and stanza are

intrinsically repressive

emphases, rhythms, and closures, will betray the poet into saying things that his honest prose
self wouldn't say. It makes one sleepy just to recite such notions, yet they've long been
axiomatic in the usual Tzme^-magazine-section essay on the poetry scene.
Free verse is not invalidated, of course, by the fact that it's lately been the preferred
medium of the inept. Ideally no form ought to be confused with the occasions of its use, though
there are times when we understandably do so. Aretino's pornographic sonnets were scan,

dalous in themselves, and they must also have seemed to debauch a form associated with loftier views of love. When Williams inveighed against the sonnet, he was attacking certain

contemporaries had he thought of the varied capacities of the sonnet instrument in the hand of
Milton, Keats, Hopkins he might have seen that his quarrel was not with a fourteen-line form
;

,

Edna Millay Every now and then, we are jolted into seeing that
appropriateness
to particular themes or attitudes, as when we come
inherent
have
no
forms
upon a suite of prison poems by the black poet Etheridge Knight, done in impeccable haiku.
One can, it appears, write good haiku without mentioning cherry-blossoms: the haiku is a
seventeen-sy liable instrument which can be adapted to any material, if the poet knows how.
Conceivably, we are at a transitional moment in which all forms, free or otherwise, may be
but with the sensibility of

.

seen in that way. If so, American poetry

is

about to be invigorated.

Q: You've said that "one does not set out to write a quatrain, but rather finds that one is
doing it. " Which means, I gather, that form is a temperamental imperative rather than a

moral

decision,

no?

What I meant was rather simple, really though not universally understood. I meant that the
who uses traditional means does not make an abstract decision to write a quatrain
and then scratch about for four lines worth of subject matter He begins (as the free verse poet
,

sort of poet

'

.

does) by finding words for a developing thought, and discovers
invented form

—the quatrain maybe —will enable him to say

in the

process that

some old or

and force.
happens almost

his say with precision

is based on much
phrase of waltz or blues music will start the feet moving in this way or that. If
one can dance. Some of our younger poets have grown up as prisoners of the contemporary,
knowing little but invertebrate free verse and rock lyrics; they can't hear meters very well, and

Such finding of form

reading, hearing, and writing, but

it

intuitively, as a

they lack a Uve, intimate, and playful sense of forms. That's an impoverishment; but

may

prove to be reversible.

I

hope

it
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Q: You 'vejust retired from 36 years of teaching.
teach

What did all that time

in the

classroom

you?

According to this morning's mail, a Pittsburgh journalist has accused me of being a "cereI am not very intellectual, and was probably meant to be a farmer. I'm
glad that years of teaching have caused me to read Thucydides and Augustine and John
Milton more thoroughly than I would otherwise have done, and to learn how to talk about
them. It's been a strain and a pleasure and, whatever my Pittsburgh critic may think, it's been
good for my work that I'm no more ignorant than I am.
bral" poet. Actually,

When you

Q:

If I

started out,

thought at

all

about

what did you think you 'd be writing at 65?

my older self, I suppose that I hoped never to be forsaken, as some

poets have been, by the desire to write. Looking ahead now to 85 or so, that's one of the things
I

ask

life

—not for career's sake, but for happiness' sake.

as a career.

I

have never, thank God, thought of my

JOSEPH MEREDITH

The Glass Cutter
You

stand with your back to me,

weight on your

so that your hip

left leg,

curves desirably toward the couch,

you cut them.

laying out the pieces as
I can't, in reality,

see

what your strong hands are about.
But your back is always nice to watch,
and framed by the window,
the mullions shifting reference as you move,
you. become for a moment one of your creations:
shape and color and intersecting line.
Across the road, the crust of snow
cemetery

in the ancient

with last

light.

is

And down

purple
the long

southwestern slope, through the rank and

file

headstones, waves of fine snow blow,

smokelike, through
"It's

warm

Though

all

that cold

company.

over here, poor bastards,"

the sun

is

I

whisper.

gone, the sky remembers.

There and there, against the milk-glass sky,
darkened cenotaphs that mark

rise the

the missing dead.
I

You

are mercifully alive.

imagine the deftness of your hands

among

the implements of

the copper

how

foil,

what you

do:

the flux and solder;

they must guide the diamond- wheeled

cutter, exert just the right pressure,

follow exactly the curve you've drawn.

And

at the

roUing point of contact,

the denser crystal wins: the glass

"Scarred,"

I

tease,

"we

is

scored.

crack more easily, too,

where we've been scarred." You say without turning,

"Fyou want

omelettes

by the way your elbow

..." And
raises

I

know

from your side

that glass has cleft along a perfect curve
as though

it

had

itself

decided.

.
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Out there a small cyclone of powder
on the

ghostlike,

and would

My

like to

hillside, as if

warm

skin creeps, faintly,

How

itself

up

it

by our stove.

my

back.

you shape and break these

bits

how you reassemble them, bound
to resemble
this time,

something of the world

— what

is it

— leaves me dumb

your quick,

at the guile in

Our

of glass,

in lead,

a purple hillside with headstones against a

milky sky?
at

rises,

overheard

intelligent fingers,

your hands

lives, I think, are like this:

the fractured planes of dreams, broken bits

of what we'd planned, shaped and reassembled,
joined to one thing

more than what two were,

a thing that teases out the colors from the sunlight.
" Stay out there,"

I

say aloud,

"the warmth here's for the living."

"^ 'r!-fp3W^<'^^<

A

Story by

T.

ALAN BROUGHTON

Reunion
"Preston.

I

could hardly recognize you."

The woman did not stand when the man approached the
to his

and he shook

small,

round table. Her hand rose

briefly.

it

"Such a long time, Cindy."
The young woman beside her, only recently past adolescence but already looking a little
worn in the dark skin under her eyes, watched both of them sharply.
" I knew there could only be one Preston Smith who was also a writer. And look at you. You
kept

all

your hair."

He pulled out the
this is

her

Marilyn,

my

sat, stood again when the woman said, "Oh, and
extended a hand but did not widen the seam of
daughter
daughter." The

chair of iron fretwork,

lips.

owner had worked hard to attain a late- nineteenth century decor but had
stiff chairs, cold marble
minor
ways, all of which emphasized discomfort
only achieved it in
light
insufficient
and
uneven
wooden
floors,
tabletops,
The man sat again and let his right hand lie on the tabletop, but the angle of his elbow was

The

restaurant's

—

too acute to be casual

The two began

to speak simultaneously

and paused as the daughter flicked her eyes from

one face to the other.

The man and woman laughed

A waitress handed each of them a menu so large that only

hung over the stiff spread of cardboard fencing.
"So famous and successful Exactly what I would have expected, though. What a
Homecoming Weekend this must be for you. I bet you haven't even been back to town since
you left. I looked for you at the tenth and fifteenth, you know. But I should have known

their faces

better."

"Why?"
"Oh, you always were a loner."

"Not

really. Just

"How many
and the

too busy."

have you written?" The daughter's voice was toneless but very penetrating,

man bUnked

"How many?" He

as if he

had not thought she could speak.
menu.

thrust his chin slightly over the

"Books. Mother says you write them.

How many?"

"Six. So far."

The daughter nodded He waited but

"How

prolific," the

woman

the

number seemed

sufficient

said "Marilyn reads a lot"

"I like Harlequins and books about animals. Their habits.
Mate. Eat" The words were staccato, rapid

How they feed on each other.

"Well I'm

not sure."
" About what?" The skin on the daughter's brow tightened as

if her

ears were being

drawn

back.

"Oh, I just meant you might not like what I write."
The woman shook her head, smiling. "You always were modest

Pres. That's

no way to

31
hook a reader."

"Maybe
into it

"I think

it

The daughter jabbed her finger at the menu and
want"
your mustache. You didn't have one then, did you?"

he's right"

"That's what
it's

the waitress stooped

I

"Justagrilledcheese with abowlofsoup. Yes, a beer, whatever'sontap," he said because
was his tura

"Wouldn't

me you

did, though? Im sure you didn't It was Monty
on his face."
"I don't think I could have had one thea Convincingly."
"I don't like young guys who grow mustaches." The daughter surrendered her menu
reluctantly. "I think you have to be older or it's phony."
"Then I can keep mine?" The man laughed hard
"Oh, you're old enough. I didn't mean you."
The restaurant was not very full It stretched back into dark ells. At the front the lettered
window showed a busy world of pedestrians and traffic faded by the contrast of bright
it

be awful

if

you

told

Gadue who was always growing

things

daylight

"We have some

catching up to do." The woman was very stout, and her face, unlike her
moved so quickly from one expression to the next that it was impossible to
establish how she was feeling. When she smiled she tilted her head to one side as if listening to
daughter's,

a distant whistle.

"Mother says you were
"Marilyn. Goodness,

I

lovers."

didn't say

it

like

that"

"I knew what you meant"

The man had barked
"What is?"
"Marilyn's just

like

"Well, that's what

a quick laugh. "That's

her father, Pres.

'old flame'

all

right"

They both come

means, doesn't

it?"

right to the point"
She put her mouth to the straw, sucked

once, and drew back. "I bet this seems queer, sitting here after

"Actually,

it

doesn't seem like such a long time."

all

these years."

The man was

staring into a space

."
between the two womea "The older you get
"It would to me. I'm only twenty-two and already when I bump into any of my old boy
friends I think what did I ever see in him, and I wonder who I was if I could have liked
.

.

him."

The man and woman looked at each other
kind of books do you write?"
"Oh, novels."
"I mean what about"

briefly.

"So what

"That's hard to say."
"You wrote them, didn't you?" The voice was

still

penetrating but

was

less irritated

than

surprised.

"I mean they can't be given a name like mysteries or science fiction or romances."
She nodded "I know what you meaa The serious kind of stuff."
" I found one of them, Pres. In a secondhand book store in towa What a surprise. I was just
browsing and I saw the name, and turned it over, and there you were on the back. I took it
home and read it The Last Journey. I loved it"

"Thank yoa"
"The Httle boy was so well done. I felt so sorry for him."
The man nodded somewhat vacantly.
"Oh, wait It was a girl, wasn't it? Yes. Beth or something
The man's smile was grateful "That's the one."

like

that"

"How come

I

never saw

it?

Mother

tells lots

of things to strangers that she never

tells to

me.

"I lent

it

to

Helen Ducharme and she never gave

it

back.

And

Pres

is

hardly a

stranger."

" She does, though.

We can sit next to someone on the bus

secrets in an hour. But

and Mother will blab all our
I'm not surprised about the booL Connie Ducharme is Helen's

daughter and she steals things too."

"Are daughters always
"That's not what

like

I said.

mothers?" the

Mother and

I

man asked

are very different I'm not

much

like

anyone."

The food was lowered in front of them, and the woman stared at her overflowing salad. " So
much- I always forget how big their salads are."
"I tell mother she needs to lose weight Lots of it"
"Marilyn and her father are blessed with very long bodies."
They ate for a while in silence, each one addressing the food with concentration as if it were
of immense interest Finally the woman said, "You were married for a while?"
"Yes. Well, actually twice. Divorced, I meaa Three times married"
"I gathered from the book."
"Oh, that wasn't me, of course. Just a story."
"No, I mean the experience. You had to have the experience to write about it so
well"
"Three times?" The daughter put down her fork. "I thought only rich people did
that"
"Marilyn, dear."
"Confused people do too. But it is expensive."
"Are you going to do it again?"
This time the mother's face did not smile as she stared at her daughter. "I don't think
Preston needs to be cross-examined Please pardon Marilyn, Pres. I think it's only fair to say
that ever since her father and I separated this subject has not been a pleasant one."
"That's not true. I didn't care what you guys did Actually it's better not listening to the
two of you nag at each other. I'm just curious."
The man blew softly on a Ufted spoonful of soup. "No problem." The words blew the soup
off his spoon and he had to start again.
"Marilyn's father and I were married a few years after you and your family moved out of
towa Jud seemed just the right thing for me then. He'd been very popular. Remember? I'll
admit you know, that he even reminded me of you a little."

"Not

the popularity, surely.

As

I recall

no one was waiting

for

me

to ask her to the

prom."
"I was."
"Jud. Didn't he have the record for the longest runback on a kickoff, or something like
that?"

"No. That was Pinky DuhameL Jud was a wrestler."
" Funny, isn't it. When I went on to college I stopped being such a snot. Actually tried out
for the baseball

team."

"You?" She covered

her mouth with her napkin when she laughed "But you weren't a
snot"
"This place always makes them too rare. You say medium and it's rare."
The tables nearby were beginning to filLNow when they talked, the woman and the man
leaned forward slightly to be heard above the other conversations.
" If I marry someone, I'm going to live with him for ten years before. If we can't hack it we

can quit"
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"That wasn't

"Not

really.

really an option in our day,

Not

in a small

"It's certainly not the

"But you made

love,

town

was

like this.

Or

it,

Pres?"

like

it

was."

same."
didn't you?

I

mean, that's

all

pretty hypocritical, don't

you

think?"

"Frankly," the

man

said, smiling carefully, "all that

was very

private in those days."

"I'm not prying."
"No, no. Didn't think you were."
"I mean Mom's already told me about you guys long ago when I first started messing
around with my boy friends. Only I didn't know your name or anything. You were just the
example she used about how you could get into trouble if you weren't carefiiL"
The man looked sharply across the table but the woman was staring back very evenly,
shaking her head

"Not that kind of trouble,

Pres.

She means emotional

trouble. It took

me

a long time to get

over."

For the first time the daughter laughed, a quick upward slash of her lips, a hand that rose to
mouth to cover the expression, but it had passed before the fingers reached her chin,
"Jesus. You thought I meant she was knocked up. I bet you thought maybe I was your
kid"
The man's voice was even but tight. "You ought to try writing a Harlequin yourself."
"You know, I've thought of that. I bet I could. I know how they work. If I do, would you tell
her

me where

to send it?"

was just so unexpected, Pres. I never wrote you after that letter you sent me about
whoever it was. Nancy someone?"
He nodded "My first wife."
"You had said things that led me to believe ..."
"We were awfiilly young to be making promises, though."
"Oh, I don't blame you."
They finished eating, and the conversations around them left no silence.
"Cheesecake. The blueberry kind," the daughter said to the pad and its poised pencil
"Nothing for me," the man murmured
"It

"Just a fork.

I'll

nibble hers."

"I broke up with my boyfriend last week. I found out he'd been screwing around for two
years with a girl he knew in Bostoa He acted surprised, like he thought I wouldn't

mind"
They both looked at the daughter, but the mouth stayed shut. As if she had not given them
permission to speak yet, they sat back in their chairs and for a while looked around at the
other tables. Their glances rarely intersected

"But you're happy now, aren't you?" the woman said finally, and the man unfolded his
mean famous and successful and you certainly look well"
"Very happy. I can't tell you how happy."
"Good I always wanted the best for yoa" They watched the daughter sink her fork

hands. "I

through the layer of blueberries.

"And

your parents?"

"Both died Recently."
"I'm sorry. After they moved to Florida, I heard about them from time to time from the
Gardeners, but then there was that terrible fire and Mrs. Gardener died They had to put him
in the Brentwood Home. After that I lost track."
"Yours?"

"The same."
"HowawftiL Afire?"
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"No. Dead, I mean."
"How can you say you're happy like that?" The daughter balanced her fork on the rim of
the plate. " Just flat out. I'm happy. V m not. I mean even when I am, I know I' m probably not
really. Sometimes I wake up at night and the only thing I can remember being happy about
was little things when I was a kid, and that's all over. I think you're just pretending to be
happy when you say that. Kidding yourself I mean."
"She'll come to understand, won't she?" the woman said across the table.

He

smiled

" Pres. "

"No

use arguing."

The hand reached quickly across the table and touched his. " I can't tell you what a

pleasure this has been. Let's keep in touch. For old time's sake."

"Why

not?"

"You have my
"I'd

like to

address.

send you

Drop me a

my

latest

line."

novel"

"Do."
"That's all,"the daughter said over her shoulder.

"You can write the check. I'mgoingtobe

late."

They did not say much until the check came and then they all stood together.
it." The woman reached toward the piece of paper, but he drew away.
"No. My treat."
"You know what really surprises me?" The daughter watched him open his wallet. "I
wouldn't be able to tell you were from around here at all I wouldn't beUeve it if Mom hadn't
"Let's spUt

said so."

Again his laugh was sharp. "Where would you say I was from?"
She shrugged "Oh, anywhere."
The women waited behind him as he paid and then they walked out into the hot day. For a
moment the man stared across the street at the dilapidated bandstand Suddenly they were
shaking hands again and saying goodbye, and the man and woman leaned over their clasped
hands to peck each other's cheeks. When he stepped away from the two women, he waved,
nudging the shoulder of a passerby, and

said,

" Sorry," to the bright, vacant

air.

—
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disturbing.

The disturbing element is an American view of
"Casablanca" makes mani-

JOHN LUKACS

the world that

—a

view of the world which has since
and which probably
contributes to the continued attraction of

fest

become widespread

'Casablanca" Revisited

"Casablanca"
"Casablanca," made

Hollywood in 1943,
enjoys the reputation of a movie "classic. "The
in

may

reasons for this

include the following:

The

irritating

subsequent generations.

for

elements

in

"Casablanca" are

secondary to that
Let

me

begin with them. For one thing,

it

is

marked the rise of the reputation and the
career of Humphrey Bogart: (2) it was an early
example of a then unusually sophisticated

how good

screenplay of a love affair between a hero and a

exceptions to this seem to be movies and

it

( 1 )

almost always somewhat disappointing to see
an old movie for the second time, no matter
the quality of the print

heroine who is married to another man; (3) the

actors

consequent conclusion of the plot was

of comic genius

tersweet,

rather

bit-

than the then customary

happy-ending; (4) the setting was quite different from the run-of-the-mill war movies:
(5) the

screenplay

excellent

included

secondary

a

variety

such

characters,

of
as

Claude Rains characters not simplistically all
all white. In sum, "Casablanca" has
maintained its reputation of a HoUjrwood wartime movie at its best. To this we may add
another possible factor. In accord with the
ideas of many Americans who, during the last
twenty years, have looked back at World War
,

black or

II nostalgically,

seeing

it

war when
a good cause,

as the last

Americans were united in
"Casablanca" in retrospect looks like a
romantic, even sophisticated, representation
of an American idealism that triumphs in the
end.
I

are genuinely funny, to the extent

—

i.e.

early

movies or Buster Keaton

Marx

Brothers

— and, oddly enough,

"Gone With The Wind")

This kind of slight

disappointment, however, does not amount to

and impatience, which is the case
my case with the "Casablanca"
screenplay. That screenplay is melodramatic,
unreal and untrue; and this is not merely the
irritation
at

least

reaction of a severe critical historian of World

War II in retrospect

Several of the scenes are

melodramatic and unreal to the extent of
idiocy: as a matter of fact they could furnish

ample materials
version of

for a

parody of a Hollywood
are a few

World War IL Here

examples. In the streets of Paris a loudspeaker

makes announcements by the Gestapo on the
day before the Germans arrive. A young
woman, a refugee from Bulgaria (?), comes to

recently, for the second

her eyes, announcing that "the devil has our

am com-

people by the throat" The bottle that the

time in perhaps forty years; and

I

pelled to present an argument of caveat.

not recall clearly what

sablanca" when

I

saw

I
it

do
thought of "Cafirst

(in

I

1946,

I

French anti-hero (Claude Rains) drops demonstratively into a wastepaper basket bears

the

visible

label

(in

English)

of "Vichy

then, without

Water." Claude Rains (otherwise the best

any particular significance to the

actor in the movie) wears his French military

beUeve), but

I

think

I

liked

it

shortcomings of the screenplay.

Now,

forty

years later, I am compelled to write that I found
it

(The

Humphrey Bogart in Casablanca, with tears in

saw "Casablanca"

attributing

who

is.

irritating

and,

at

least

on

one

level.

cap at an angle that resembles the bearing of
no French officer but rather that of a tipsy

doorman of the Stork Club. When the German

—

a
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Casablanca run into the leader of
European anti-Nazi underground (Paul
Henreid), they express their vile and villainous intentions by malicious leering and sinister wordplay. I repeat that these are but a few
examples. The only durable idiocy in the
officers in

the

screenplay

is

the portrayal of

Germans

as

and incredibly stupid

sleek, brutal, sinister

their standard television portrayal in 1987,

Above

too.

towers the impression that the

all

American (Bogart)

is

undeniably and inevita-

bly smarter and tougher than anyone else; and

once an American gets into the business

that

of fighting the

Germans

(the picture takes

place before Pearl Harbor) the Nazis'
is

up. I

am coming back to this

number

glorification of

American virility in a moment; but before that
I must mention one wildly implausible and,

&

Simone Wiel took in 1942: Marseilles/Casablanca-Lisbon-New York and then to London, to join the Free French forces there.)
This, very complicated, geographical and
political circumstance was one of the matters
that some of the then recent European
refugees in Hollywood must have known but
of which Americans would be surely, and
justifiably, ignorant

(

outset of the creative travail) But

War

II

many Hollywood

recent Hungarian refugees.

World

scriptwriters

Two of the

were

Holly-

formerly

from Hungary; so were the then quite influential,
and profitably employed, Hungarian
screenwriters,

most of whom, by strange
first name of Laszlo (
name corresponding to Ladis-

Hungarian

why

now comes

wood moguls (Zukor and Fox) were

"Victor Laszlo" (Paul Henreid)

leader of the European underground network

inclined

another odd detail of nonsense. During

coincidence, had the

a heroic

am

including, I

to believe, the Messrs. Epstein, at least at the

indeed, imbecilic element in the screenplay. If
is

Leisure

las,

first

or Leslie, in Englisk) Their

names were

the purpose of his

Laszlo Fodor, Laszlo Vadnai, Laszlo Bus-

passage through Casablanca to escape, via

Fekete and Miklos Laszlo (in whose case the

fighting the Nazis,

Lisbon, to America?

is

Must he run

New

pean underground from

Beyond

this,

we may

speculation, suggested

evidence.

G

Epstein.

York?

be allowed a

by a

The screenplay

and Philip

the Euro-

I

is

bit

bit

of

of plausible

credited to Julius

know nothing about

me draw attention
two relevant matters. The first is the only
historically ( and existentially ) realistic matter
in the plot In 1941 it was devihshly difficult

the Messrs. Epstein, but let
to

for refugees to get out of

Europe,

save

via

German- occupied

Lisbon,

the

only

wherefrom a few ships would still
America (as Ronald Reagan would

port

sail for

say, the

Laszlo was his surname.) Movie historians

and iconographers may ascertain their freat the time. The odd thing is that
Paul Henreid, the leader of the European
underground, and Ingrid Bergman's husband
in "Casablanca," is supposed to be a Czech,
with the name "Victor Laszlo." Now "Laszlo" is not a Czech name but a Hungarian one
(not to speak of the fact that among all of the
European nations then subjugated by the
Germans, a Czechoslovak underground was
quent credits

virtually nonexistent in

194L) Whether

Epsteins were inspired by the

cannot

tell;

many

the

Laszlos

I

but they must have been surely

Window Of Opportunity): One roundabout way to get to Lisbon, for those few who

impressed by them.

could not get a transit visa through Spain, was

of historical accuracy from a romantic move,

only

to

get

somehow through

the

unoccupied

portion of France to French North Africa,
to

Casablanca

Morocco

in

e. g,

what was Vichy- Frenchwas this route that

at the time. (It

We should,
even when

of course, not expect a great deal

its

war. Yet there

plot
is

depends on

politics

and

a point beyond which the

distance between actual reality and romantic

invention cannot be stretched

— because of the

—
37

risk to plausibility and, therefore, to a neces-

minimum

There is a
wonderful sentence in Thackeray's Pendennis about this. In a minor episode Thackeray
makes an admission about the unusually swift
arrival of a letter from a region of England
where the railway had not yet come at that
time: "We beg the reader to understand that
we only commit anachronisms when we
choose, and when by a daring violation of
sary

of truthfulness.

those natural laws
to be

advanced"

some
It is

great ethical truth

is

to the question of

A

Great Ethical Truth that the
essay
this

of this

rest

— indeed, that the principal purpose of
— directed

essay

is

Message in " Casablanca"
is the supremacy of the American because of
his wonderfully American combination of

The Great

Ethical

Know-How with Idealism Humphrey

Bogart

owner of the "Bar Americain" in
Casablanca who knows everything about
Frenchmen, Germans, Arabs, black markets,

is

the virile

false

papers,

vintages,

tricks

with

roulette

human

wheels,

He knows

champagnes, weapons.

everthing about
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corruptibility as well

as about

how

to deal with beautiful

must say

that

I

women.

I

have seldom found Humphrey

Bogart very appealing, but then

I

am

not a

woman. One thing I do not like about him in
"Casablanca" is his nasal, snarling way of
speaking. (I do not remember whether I
thought this when I first saw "Casablanca"
forty years ago, but I remember that this
personal prejudice was reinforced when I read
many years later how Malcolm Muggeridge,
after having met Humphrey Bogart in person,
was compelled to record that this paramount
paragon of American sophistication was

Last

Time

I

Saw

Leisure

Paris" scene, and a very bad

is the American Tough
Guy, a Thorough Cynic. But at the end the
Great Ethical Message comes through. "Un-

bit

of acting) Bogart

der that cynical shell you are a sentimentalist," Claude Rains says to him (I am reminded of Wilde who said that "sentimentality is the Bank HoUday of cynicism"
that is,

—

that the sentimentalist

not the other

is

essentially a cynic,

way around) Be

that as

it

may,

the point of the movie, the triumphal conclu-

sion of the script,

over Cynicism

is

IdeaUsm

the victory of

— the American Ethical Mes-

Bogart sacrifices his love for Ingrid

sage.

Bergman

to the

world cause: the American-

led triumph over Nazism.

It is in this

respect,

I

"Casablanca" reminds so many
people of a nobler American past For " Rick"
is no Rambo, just as his incamator, Humphrey
Bogart, is no Jack Nicholson. "Casablanca,"
therefore, is but one cinematic symbol
think, that

—

symbol, as well as representation of World
War II having been The Good War.

There
there

is

nothing very wrong with

something disturbing

is

this.

in

But

Bogart 's

Casablanca Know-How. "Casablanca" teeton the cusp of the great American
transformation from Innocence to Expertise.
ers

If

"Rick"

Jimmy

is

not like

Rambo, he

is

not like

Stewart's "Mr. Smith," either.

Mes

chers concitoyens et cinemanes, "Casablanca, "

c'est

un film a

Hemingway

started

Innocent But

la

out

Hemingway. Yes,
as an American

after the fishing

and hunting

in

Michigan, and the volunteering on the Italian
front (which, let us

as well

as

much

admit was more
less

colorful

dangerous than the

conversation consisted of spitting out a hand-

mud in Flanders or on the Somme),
Hemingway discovered the varied pleasures
of the Old World He also took good care to

of words, most of them obscene.) Until the
end of "Casablanca" (with one exception,
when he seems to be broken up by recalling his

cence (of the charm of which something still
remains in Farewell to Arms) but with his

inarticulate to the extent of barbarism:

his

ful

first

encounter with Ingrid Bergman

— a "The

bloody

impress Americans, no longer with his inno-

know-how: taking much pride

in

knowing how

—

—

s
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to be at

home

in the Ritz as well as with a

knowing how to bed
women, how to order the best wine, and how to

30.06

in

Africa,

in

dine with the best toreros.

One

of the great

is

much unique — that

not so

from the

straight for the Ritz, opening it up: a classic
movie scene, except that it really happened
As, again, Wilde said: "Nature imitates Art"
Perhaps Hemingway had seen " Casablanca"
I can easily imagine him in the company of
Humphrey Bogart, with Claude Rains hurrying up as the happily obsequious maitre d',
answering their call for a pre-war armagnac or
for a 1921 Pol Roger.

in

last forty

years

I

have seen

occasionally in Europe, but often enough in

New

York or

suburb

in

any fashionable American

— a new kind of American, one genera-

Henry James: the Expert
to tell you which is the
best hotel in Davos, what his Rolex cost in the
Amsterdam duty-free, and how he is wellknown and can always get a good table at
Taillevent The few American rich kids I knew
in Europe before World War II slid up and
down on wooden skis, and took pictures with
Kodak box cameras. The Expert Americans
carry their super- Nikons and their ski gear is
the most expensive in the world, made in
America by Head, with the Head printed on
tion or

two

American,

after

who wants

the equipment in very big impressive letters.
"Here's looking at you, kid" says the lense-

cap and the ski-parka It is the end of
American innocence well, of a certain kind

—

moment at the end of
"Casablanca" Humphrey Bogart still repreof innocence. Yes,

in that

Hemingway: the
American Willingness Of The Heart. But
only at the end, and not enough. I repeat:
"Casablanca," and much of World War II,
may have been on the cusp, at the turningpoint away from American innocence. For
" Casablanca" is not only a Hemingway-type
sents Fitzgerald rather than

Leisure

movie but also a panamerican one. It represents the American Zeitgeist of its times: the
budding blossoming of the idea that America

American episodes in World War II was
Hemingway's liberation of Paris, as he made

During the
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is,

different

Old World but superior to it,
including its knowledge and management of it,
every way.

One

of the reasons for

popularity

was

Humphrey

Bogart'

the public knowledge that,

among other things, he was a Yale man. One
Tough Yalie. There is a direct line from
Casablanca "Rick" to the recent hero of Bill
Buckley's successfiil spy- novels, "Blackford
Oakes," who is also a Yale man, an expert
knower of vintages, old cognacs, young
women (on one occasion he beds the young
Queen of England), and of how to fight
Communists. He is a CIA maa As late as
1945 "foreign agent," to Americans, meant
something slighly sinister and aliea Soon
afterward American foreign agents

became

glamorous figures on the screen and

in print

That "Rick"
not

is

a volunteer anti-Nazi, and

— — a CIA man
yet

is

irrelevant That Rick

fought Nazis and that Blackie Oakes fights

Communists

is

irrelevant In

"Casablanca"

Bogart reveals that he was an anti- Fascist

from way back. "In 1935 you ran guns
In 1937 you fought on the
Loyalist side in the Spanish Civil War." That
like Bill Buckley, Ronald Reagan (as he
recently said) thinks that the Franco side was
fighter

Ethiopia

to

the
is

Good Side in that war,

is

irrelevant

(

What

also irrelevant though perhaps interesting,

is the fact that the main roles in" Casablanca"
were originally meant to be played by Ronald
Reagan and Ann Sheridan. Surely Bogart and
Bergman gave "Casablanca" more class.)
What is not irrelevant is that the road from the

illusion

of omnipotence

impotence
ine.

is

shorter than

to

the

many

reality

of

people imag-

—
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latest flicks in the

JOHN KEENAN
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'Adult room." Most of the

video stores had just begun to expand their
stock of dirty movies to include the latest crop

of Hollywood losers, the producers of same

VCR Wonderland

trying to cut their box office losses by

the product onto tape.

You

dumping

could smell sleaze

family has a television,

soon as you opened the door of these magic
we rented a movie one we
has seen before and liked. Like most things, it
was better the first time around
and bigger,

lating

much

as

Face

it,

friends:

junkies.

Now

we

are a nation of appliance

that nearly

every American

we are busily accumumicrowave ovens and videocassette
recorders. The jury is still out on microwave
ovens at our house, but the VCR has become
as necessary to our leisure lives as
television.

It

is

.

.

.

twin theatres.

over

who

an instrument of liberation,

The

cost?

A

few family

and

timer.

We did not know what we were doing when we
VCR four years ago. Who does? We

bought a

had some vague idea that we would "rent
movies" and see all the things at home that we
to see

in

when we

That's

about VCR's:

want

learned lesson

if

you want

number one

to see a

movie

to see a movie,

go to the movies.

Try to ignore the popcorn

ripoff, the sticky

really

loud talkers behind you, and the

fights

(or years) of practice in setting the automatic

home

bigger.

floor, the

taped what where and a few months

wouldn't leave

—

well, as

freeing us from the tyranny of time slots

—

wonderlands. But

a theatre.

all the money we would save!
(Oh yes, Dad bought Beta while everyone else
was buying VHS, a courageous bit of in-

Besides, look at

dividualism that has not gone unnoticed by the

dialogue from the twin theatre next door, and

concentrate on the screen. That big screen

is

part of what makes a movie a movie. A great
movie loses much of its impact on a TV screen;
a lesser movie, having less to lose, is not
damaged beyond value.

What we have discovered as a result of owning
a

VCR is that TV is not as bad

painted. In fact,

as

it's

usually

TV is like that legendary Paris

outdoor cafe: wait long enough and your best
friend (or favorite old

(usually at

3:45

movie)

AM).

will

show up

Besides taping old

movies you can also tape the shows you would
,

rest

We

of the family.)

counted up

all

otherwise miss. Television programming
those five dollar

bills

we

competitive that

means missing another on

wouldn't be handing to cashiers and justified

quently

the expense of our investment immediately.

channel.

The

arithmetic might have been a

considering that

we

little

shaky,

usually go to the movies

about twice a year, but our hearts were pure

and our hopes were high.

Our

first visit to Video Wonderland (or was it
Video-rama, or maybe Video-Magic)^ as noX.
so wonderful. Truth be told, we all went home

and took a shower. To work in one of these
places at that time, you had to be obese,
unshaven, and red-eyed from watching the

seeing one good show

is

so

fre-

a different

With a VCR, you can place your own oases

in

the vast wasteland where they are most needed

by taping and saving the shows you like. The
bad news is that you could end up spending
more of your leisure watching TV instead of
less Even worse you could end up with a large
.

,

collection of inadequately labeled tapes

plan to watch

see Nicholas Nickleby again,
it,

as

soon as

you

— someday. We certainly plan to
we

all

three tapes of

get a free twelve hours.

A Story by
CLAUDE KOCH

Po
Clayfoot reached the climax of his windup. Clover and woodsmoke waited upon

"Long Jack"

it. Beyond
woodland and St. Elmo's fire across the
Azure tatters flared where the creek, deep in the trees, cut behind left

at first, the twilight stretched to

wishbone field of center.

It was too late for play; yet, with the desperation that attends at times upon slight things,
game would not be quit.
"Come on. Old Man, come on!"
That was Wallace Coverly, a mere spectator, calling out of a boyhood habit, through the
reticence that had settled over them all.
The home team stood mute m their pebble-gray uniforms. Then "Long Jack" pounded his
glove and cried out from first: "C'mon, Clay! C'mon, Old Man!" and the fans took it up,

field

the

reluctantly, as

though a tenuous balance, perhaps between the evening and the night, might be

disturbed

How soon all possibilities had diminished! If the Old Man should falter, that huge and
clumsy fellow at the plate might pole the ball beyond all sight of the end of summer— and into
maybe, with Clayfoot himself
Wallace could feel the weariness of the evening where he stood behind the backstop by
home plate. Did his son, tightening on his arm, sense it too? Could anyone, at twelve? No,
pretty clearly Andrew had forgotten it was his father; all he awaited was the pitch, and
local legend,

Clayfoot to

lift

the Saints out of the hole again.

And Wallace? Never
twilight of late

really trustfiil of tomorrow, he

summer while he had the chance

—

was

there to celebrate the grave

honor from the four
and mildly pleased that his son could bear the company of
forty-odd years. The game was merely an incident by the way.
feet of

canvas

grateful to escape with

in his attic studio,

During most of the time, Mamey had been somewhere in the crowd, possibly along the
where " Scoop" Halligan, " Long Jack's" brother, held down the hot cornerbut Andrew had avoided her. It was not the game that attracted her, but "Scoop"; and
Andrew had been thoughtftiUy aware of her preparation most of the aftemooa Indeed, hours
before the game, on her third trip to the pier glass by the door, in her third change of costume,
he closed his stamp album on the living room coffee table and stood behind her.
"You don't even know him," he said gravely.
"Now you tend to your business and I'll tend to mine." Marney took a side view, with the
aloof forebearance of seventeen whole summers.
"He won't even know you're there."
"Mother, will you find something for 'And' to do?"
"I don't understand you," Andrew said
third base line

He returned to the table,

pushing with long, delicate fingers among the stamps. Tchad was
would be no more lavender- framed hartebeests from
Senegal The world was changing with the very bend of light through the long bay, and the

gone, and the Cameroons, and there

standing globe in the

comer was no longer

to be trusted

He'd found

that out in

"Digger"
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Stack's Geography. Even while Mamey tilted into the mirror, and the motes hung above the
bowl of honeysuckle under the portrait his father had done of his mother's mother long before
he was born, there was that stir and flurry continents away. He could hear the yellow
trumpetings and the lucid jangling of spears, and somewhere a mauve leopard rummaged in
grass as bright as javelins

"Andrew,"

.

.

.

mother called from beyond those
supper. Get Po from the gardea"

his

almost time for

tigers

and that

brilliant

sward, "it's

am I really getting fat?"
Mom," he gathered the stamps methodically into an envelope. "I don't understand
you. Mom."
"You don't have to understand me. Just get Grandpa" She assumed a weary air, and
"Mother,
"Right,

"Then will you go up for Dad? I've got to press this blouse."
"I wish you'd be serious about the game. That's all I ask."
" I've never been more serious. And I want to eat supper on time so' s I can get there before the
sighed:

quarter's over."
"Inning, " Andrew

first

was disgusted " What good' s college?" He lifted his finger to his lips in
Po says."
his mother's gesture: "Third basemen aren't like other people
Mom tilted farther to catch him in the mirror: " Don't pay any attention to Grandfather. A
man's a man, and base hasn't anything to do with it." He passed out of the frame through the
door. dnA his sweatshirt read What? she thought, and then took the side view to pat her
tummy.
Po would be down the garden in his rattan chair under the lime a narrow garden, older
than the house, and older than the Lenni Lenapes whose ghosts stalked beneath the trees in

—

—

Andrew stepped from the porch and into its clematis shade, and
him through the nutmeg- scented air to Po. The garden was ancient,
not because the Lenapes had fixed their last encampment somewhere nearby when
Wallingford was young, but because of Po, who had never been young, and whose place, in
Andrew's imagination, the garden always was. Yet there were pictures, in the back bedroom
by the fireplace whereGrandpa slept, of a boy in a fauntleroy suit, and a young woman in white
lace. The daguerrotypes were murky, and Andrew was not sure, when he asked, that Po
replied just to his question. His father, of course, had answers
but of a different order of
history, and Andrew understood that both in their way were tme: the Boy was his Father, the
Boy was his Great- Grandfather; the Woman was his Grandmother, She was his Mother's
How large a family Po
Sister; the Boy was his Grandfather; the Woman was his Mother
had gathered in the two small gilded frames!
Andrew pulled a honeysuckle flower from the bewrapped iron omamental railing down the
Keyserling's fence line, and sucked the sweet. He stood politely in the silence enclosing Po,
behind the old man's chair. Tybalt, the cat, rose from the bricks by his grandfather's hand and

the evenings of Wallingford
the brick path conducted

—

.

arched his back against the
"It's time, Po."

brittle,

Andrew counted

extended

.

.

fingers.

the precise, staccato tick of a squirrel in the Ume.

"Yes, Scout," his grandfather said his father's childhood name, and the ticking of the

hooded throbbing of blood in Andrew's head The naming was a part
of the mystery of Po and the silence that ministered to him in the garden.
"It's Andrew, Po." He stepped over Tybalt and stooped for the blackthome cane. His
eyes, just below the level of his grandfather's, met them with that same vulnerable, accepting
gaze the blue that Mamey envied in both of them and her mother. "There's a game
tonight." He held out a hand and the old man rose over him. "The Saints are playing."
"The Keystones were the team," Po accepted the cane and linked his arm with
squirrel passed into the

—

Andrew's.

"Clayfoot

is

going to pitch."

Po thought a while, and then shook his head: "I don't recall him," he said " 'Old Hoss'
Bradboume pitched for Provident National And Candy' Cummings. Threw the first curve
ball— what about that! But that was the Brooklyn Stars."
'

"Mamey's
"They
mind

slip

baseman."
'Deacon' White was a catcher, now. Third basemen

fallen for the third

my mind

slip

my

"This one's hot."
" Third basemen aren't like other people." Po's speech was the weightiest thing about him.
He drifted as a recollected voice at the boy's side, as distant and haunting as the hartebeests
of Senegal "They're more like animals. Things happen so quick, it's all instinct. Emblems
are what they are, something ancient in you and me
They labored up the porch steps. " Dad was telling me about Three Finger' Mordecai ..."
"Yes, he loved baseball." His father? They paused at the door. Po placed his hand on the
.

.

.

'

boy's head

"We watched him down there

across his cheek and under his chin:

"Yes, Po." But he said
" I must go down."

it

at the field before the

"Do

abnost every

you

still

summer

War." The hand feathered

play there?"
night.

Po was not nearly as tall as he used to be.

we will both go." He
moved one tremulous

" Perhaps

handed Andrew his cane, and, teetering slightly and buttoning his vest,
hand down his tie, and patted the dust on the sleeve of his suitcoat. "Mordecai was a great
king in his day, and a great hero." Andrew listened for the explanation: who were we ? For Po
moved rarely beyond the gardea He leaned toward the old man' s body and guided Po' s hand
to his cane. Stronger than clematis, he smelt the potpourri of winter closets freshened with

camphor, and old cedar chests. His hand closed over his grandfather's on the cane; he held to
moment with a sense of time and passage. "His dream is in the Book of

both, dizzy for that

Esther,"

Po said

"Hurry, 'And,' " Marney called through the dining room window. "It's getting late."
Andrew opened the door and stood aside. "I have to get Dad, Po."
The old man raised a hand in acknowledgment: "He was a great king," he said

Marney held up the blouse to the mirror: "What do you think, Po?"
Andrew watched his grandfather tilt his head and body in a courtly gesture. Po thought a
moment and then, with the sweetness that so moved and puzzled the boy, smiled: " 'The little
fountain which grew into a river,' " Po said, " and was turned into a light, and into the sun,
"
and abounded into many waters, is Esther, whom the king married and made queen.'
" All I want' s a third baseman," Marney threw her arms about the old man, "but you' re my
'

darling."

"Mom," Andrew paused

at the

back

stairs in the kitchen,

"does Po make

all

that up, or

does he remember it?"

"I don't always know.

Andrew with eyes

He fell this
"He was a

as blue

He was

a fine scholar." She straightened from the stove, and held

and candid as

his

own. " You want to watch him on the

morning." They both looked inward, facing each other
fine scholar," she said again.

"Go

get

steps,

'

And'

in that intimate silence.

Dad, now."

The rear stairs twisted narrowly over the pantry. In the winter they were a funnel for the
wind struggling with the warmth of the kitchen and the sunlit life of the house. At the top of the
stairs was Po's room where a fire burned in the fireplace in the winter months. The door, as
always, was open, and Andrew breathed the air through the screened windows, translated
into a scent most comforting and autumnal by its passage through the room. It was his
grandfather's scent that transmuted the summer, already rich, into gold; and here, it seemed
to Andrew, was a high land as old as the garden, more ancient than the Lenapes, further
builded in antiquity than other ordinary rooms of a nineteenth century house.
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Down the hall were the bathroom, his room (which, in the legends of the house, had been a
sewing room and then a nursery in his grandmother's time), Mamey's, and by the front
stairs that

continued to the third floor

—
— the room his father and mother shared

door was closed Her guinea pig squeaked from somewhere within

Marney's

The front
room smelled of his mother, a distant floral note evoking spring. He climbed to the third floor
where his father had raised the mansard roof to trap the northern hght. Andrew, who loved his
father, did not like his studio. Even in the summer he remembered the winter trips to summon
him, and the chill that a small electric heater defmed, the waiting canvases when the studio
was empty, or the odd dislocation of an emerging figure darkening on the white linen ground
They were a source of disheartening dreams from his childhood, and they lingered
Sometimes, though, when a canvas was finished its colors were joyous with the joy of the
house

But he always climbed with unease,

itself

at his footsteps.

fearful that his father

would not be there, and

a shape, unfinished and strange to him, would threaten from the shadows.

He was. The northern light was

cool, and something was growing on the canvas. He stood
and thought he saw the familiar trees and the creek. Should he ask?
"I have to coax them out of the darkness," his father had said to him once. That was an
element in his own darkness; his father did not speak in distinctions he had the same

by

his father's side

—

language for his wife and Po and for his childrea
" 'Three Finger' Mordecai was a great king," Andrew said

"Was

he?" Wallace twisted and grinned

at him.

"Well, the Chicago Cubs arranged his

abdication in 1916."

"Po
"I

told

see.

me."

What

On the table

else did he tell

by

you?"

his father the tubes

read Burnt Umber,

Cobalt Blue; the names sounded of woods,

hills

Andrew went along with them, and answered from

and
far

Cadmium

skies,

away:

Yellow, Yellow Ochre,
and figures of mythologies.

"He

told

Mom that she was

Esther and that she'd marry a king."

"King Kong, probably." Wallace stepped back from the canvas. "I want a
a gesture in the empty air.

figure there."

He made

"It's supper.

Dad"

"Thank God" His father ran his knuckles along his lips: "I've fed on shadows."
Then while Wallace kneaded the soap methodically through the bristles of the brush,
Andrew leaned across the window silL, listening.
"What's out there?"

A mockingbird I can see the Field Clayfoot's pitching tonight."
Wallace upended his brush in a Chinese jar. "You're going?"
" Peanut and Shakey are batboys. But' Long Jack' said I could sit on the bench. It's the big
one. The winner is in the playoffs."
Wallace came over behind his soa There was that point where the T-shirt hung loosely at
and the
the neckline and the fair skin curved frailly under the helmet of fine auburn hair
How superfluous was the knowledge of
slender clavicle articulated with the scapula
anatomy! He touched his finger to the slight swelling of the bone.
"I'd like to walk over with you, son."
" All right," Andrew said " I guess we'd better get to supper." He turned his head under his
"Nothing.

.

.

father's

arm and

tilted

it

with the question:

.

"Po

At

it

the door

you know he could never walk that far.
and fall asleep after supper."

Andrew

"Well, yes and no.

said: "Is that the Field,

It's

a place in

my

.

said he might go too?"

" Did he? Well,

He'll forget

.

.

I

worry when he goes to the avenue.

Dad?"

mind, actually."

the second floor. "Clayfoot

Then they were on

"My God— that
"Did you ever

must be older'n you.

Dad"

old?"

see

him play

in the

Majors?"

think he had a tryout with the A 's in the days of Connie
Wallace paused at Mamey 's door: " I'd like to bottle that pig. But it's a big thing to

" I don't think he played,

Mack."

'

And'

I

have a tryout," he hastened to say.
"He's got style. He's a pro." Andrew bent to the floor and wound up with an imaginary
ball

"He

never makes a mistake."

"I wish

could say that."

I

"Wonder

if I

Andrew

could ever do it?"

pushing gesture of his arm
restricting injury.

released the fancied ball with a curious,

— the gesture of a man who had, sometime in his

"I never saw a pitcher throw

unusual," Wallace said, "if that's the

is

room, Po's head

living

fell

fine scholar."
in the

wing chair

forward on his chest. Allison touched her finger to her

"Don't wander away," she said

down

tight,

sustained a

like that before."

way it's done."
At the door to his grandfather's room. Andrew said: "Po was a
" I won't be long, Al," Wallace patted his wife's hand Behind her,
"It

life,

in the

lips.

Andrew; "there was one of those gangs from the

to

city

few days ago."

at the field a

"Well, I'm going ahead,"

Mamey

pirouetted at the mirror. "I've got to see

my

dreamboat."

"That does

it

— God forbid a third baseman in the family."

Wallace rummaged

in the

umbrella stand for a cane.

"They're only emblems," Andrew said
Heavy and irregular, Po's breathing rasped like that of a man who has played out a difficult
and tedious game. From the comer, where the fruit of the buttonballs cast on the pavement,
Andrew waved, then Wallace. The sparrows discoursed in the porch eves, and the evening
sunburst blazed in the sycamores.

"Come

Dad"

on.

Wallace lowered his hand His wife on the porch settled her head against the back of the
chair. That movement of the head, that figure somehow alone and adrift between these
familiar lives, was more than a problem of light. Her singularity touched him too, and he
waited for her to move again while Andrew poked ahead in the fallen buttonballs.

"What
"I

is

,"
.

.

.

it.

"We'll be

"Yes

.

.

Dad?"

he raised

.

his

hand again, but she did not respond, " I think I've forgotten something

late."

yes, that's right."

the feel of the

His wife's

Wallace tucked the cane under

his arm.

He

carried

it

only for

wood

stillness

was on

his

mind; gratitude and resignation, translated to surfaces no

longer bared to the heat of the day, the relaxation of the brittle skin of summer, the sighing

spray of hoses and the jumble of evening voices up and

"Who

did

we

see at the

walked thoughtfully

museum

that time

.

.

.

down

the street.

the animals and the flowers?"

Andrew

at his side.

"Gauguin?"
"Yes. I saw them on a stamp." They came to the edge of the Field, and beyond the stand of
poplars they could see the diamond
far enough away for the cries to strike light across the
air, even and homogeneous, and finally intelligible. With the dull resonance of an untuned

—

string,

a bat

made

contact. "Is Clayfoot a hero?"
at his soa Andrew's eyes were on the ground
joshed him, "the Latin, taken from the Greek: a name given, as in

Wallace glanced with some surprise

"Hews,"

his father
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Homer,

to

men

of superhuman strength, courage, or abiUty, favored by the gods."

Andrew looked up without

smiling.

" 'And,' " Wallace said by

way

of amends, "it's a terrible thing to be a hero.

I

would not

wish that for anyone."

"He

does everything perfectly. He's got style."
must be on the way. I can't imagine a hero without style." But he thought,

" Well, then, he

with detachment, as though weighing a model: what a strange

and

interesting child

And

then a ball flew past, fouled over the backstop. His eyes were diverted to the shadows in the

white elms

baseman.

down the third base line toward
Andrew pursued the ball, and

the creek. There
his

father rested

was
on

Mamey
his

and her third
behind the

stick

backstop.

"I guess you'll be over with your friends," he said when the boy returned
"No. I'm going to stay with you."
Wallace was touched; such a gesture was a gift indeed
It was toward the end of the sixth inning that Marney came down from her post under the
ehns near third

"Why

are they so quiet?" she said "It wasn't ever this way before."
"I told you he wouldn't talk to you," Andrew said
"Oh, I don't mean that. Dad, what's going on?"
Wallace put his arm about her shoulders. He nodded toward Clayfoot winding up on the
mound: "He's tired, but there's something else the matter with him."
Andrew's arm tightened on his, and he felt the boy's fingers press over his hand on the

cane.

Then Clayfoot reached the climax of his windup.
on. Old Man! Come on!" Wallace cried Andrew's breath relaxed

"Come

in a sigh

poignant enough to have been Po's.

There was a moment of oddly discontinuous action as the ball left the Old Man's hand and
hobbled ia Wallace was aware of both the grimace of agony on Clayfoot's face as he
twisted off balance on the mound, and the shock of unbelief that sent Andrew's body against
his and his fingers digging into his father's knuckles. The batter swung uncertainly under the

—

popped up just on the edge of Clayfoot's reach, the Old Man twisted
and fell grotesquely. It was a moment absolutely deprived of grace, and
Andrew shrunk from the old ballplayer's collapse as from a physical blow.
From third, a runner crossed the plate. Andrew buried his head in his Father's arm. By the
time he lifted it, "Scoop" and "Long Jack" were helping Clayfoot from the field
erratic ball;

toward

it,

and as

tipped

it

it,

"I want to go home," Andrew said

"But the game

isn't over."

"It's over."

"It isn't over because one

man

leaves,

soa

It

doesn't

make any

difference

who he

is."

"I don't want to see any more," Andrew said
They turned away. Mamey followed in wonder and grudging agreement. At the edge of the
park, Wallace unwittingly added to his son's darkness by saying: "Things don't happen the
way we expect. You mustn't look too closely at heroes, 'And' " But even he felt distracted
and subdued by the pondering boy at his side, and it seemed that whatever he had set out to do

was hidden from him.
"Look!" Marney said "Mom and Po!"
Andrew raised his head There was his mother, a sweater across her shoulders and her
dress damp from the fine spray of the sprinklers on lawns hurriedly and carelessly crossed
And Po. The old gentleman toiled with his cane, deaf to her protests.
There was again that moment of action suspended, and again Andrew's breath released in

or see
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a long sigh, while his parents
and Mamey forgot her third

Andrew reached

saw in each
baseman

his grandfather

first.

other's eyes

He

how

all possibilities

had diminished,

took the old man's hand "There's no king,

Po."

Po's eyes, wise and recollected with the lucidity of a different order from
themselves with Andrew's.

theirs,

wove

"Come

home, Po."
His grandfather's arm under his— was it leading or being led? Among the trees and lawns
and up the street through the fragrant sprays of clematis and silver water, stretched a land

where

it

was always aftemooa

"Please, Po. Tell

Bradboume.

Tell

me

me

about 'Candy' Cummings and 'Deacon' White and 'Old Hoss'
about the old heroes ..."
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WILLIAM

F.

Father^

VAN WERT

Son and Holy Ghost

My name is Robert Needmore, Jr. My father's name is Ralph. My mother's name is
Monica. She was named after her mother. I don't want to spend a lot of time on my parents, so
111 just give this one anecdote.
My father had a heart attack. He was out for quite awhile, and, when he came to in intensive
care, he decided to call home. There wasn't any phone in the intensive care unit, so he got up
and wandered down the hall to the pay phone. He didn't have any money so he placed the call
"collect from Ralph." Monica listened to the operator and decided it was a crank call. "My
father went back to bed laughing. Their whole marriage had gone that way.
I'm thirty -six. I live alone in a loft off Rittenhouse Square. I used to be a lawyer, who made
his money in real estate I specialized in divorce cases My Uncle Robert died and left me land
in Arizona and Nevada. I built condominiums faster than you could say condominimums But
I was a good lawyer, who cared for his clients. I got out, just before palimony became
,

.

.

.

popular.
I drive a Porsche. I own a beach house in Avalon. I have season's tickets for the Flyers.
Creature comforts have never been shy with me.
Like everybody else on the corporate ladder, I climbed too quickly. I put lucre ahead of love
and success ahead of health. When Ralph had his heart attack, I decided that I was a good can-

changed my life. In the process, I also changed my filing
status. Like everybody else, I was married once. Her name was Melissa, a narcissist from
South Georgia, who let me do things before we were married and made me do things after we
were married. Splitting my name was her idea of a good sense of humor.
"Need more?" she used to ask when she got undressed at night, just before she wouldn't let
didate to follow in his footsteps, so

me make

I

love to her.

wanted to honeymoon in Mexico. She wanted to honeymoon in Manhattan. I wasn't that
happy spending my honeymoon in the Big Apple, so I walked too fast to everything we
I

did.

"Do you want to slow down?" she would ask, out-of-breath, some ten paces behind me "Or
,

do you want to chase Manhattan?"
She got the biggest kick out of her own jokes.
Then, after being married a year, I talked her into an anniversary honeymoon in Mexico.
We went to this motel in Las Estacas near Cuemevaca, where all the T ARZ AN movies were
made. She got tourista and I got grapevine fever. Poor Melissa was throwing up at both ends in
this room with purple and green walls while I was out there in cut-ofFjeans swinging from vine
,

,

,

my

and shouting, "Soy Tarzan, el hombre mono."
she threw it at me She had a real flair for Carmen Miranda.
Melissa,
brought
food
to
When I

to vine, beating

breasts,

.

huevos rancheros running down the purple walls.
She
better, watching the walls throw up.
At night, when I tried to make love to her, she went into rigor mortis.
liked watching those

"Loosen up," I begged her.
"Was Claire Booth Luce?" she countered.

It

made

her feel

She laughed herself all the way to the toilet. To this day, she's the only human being I've
known who could laugh and gag at the same time.
About a month after our Mexican honeymoon, she asked for a divorce. That experience

ever

me on being a divorce lawyer.
found myself in medias res for awhile. I grew a goatee, wore purple T-shirts that said
"Grapeful Dead" and showed the sweat stains, walked around South Philly and shouted "Joe
Mama" to all the cabs. I even tried skate-boarding at Perm's Landing, but someone from
soured
I

Philadelphia Magazine recognized me, and so I had to give that up.
from Chico State, with hair the color and texture
Finally, I met Carrie Nicholson, an

MBA

washes She wanted to open a beauty salon, and I wanted to
run a travel agency, so we joined forces and put our stores next to each other on Sansom Street.
Melissa called about this time and suggested we name our enterprise HAIR TODAY, GONE
TOMORROW. But we settled on BUN VOYAGE instead. That was Carrie's idea. Frankly,
of those roller-brushes

my

at the car

.

THE PERMANENT GETAWAY.

choice would have been

Carrie Nicholson has a good sense of humor, but she never laughs at her

When she thinks something is ftmny
to travel and I like to get my hair cut,

never laughs at anyone's jokes
lips

never change. She likes

Carrie has only one fear in

.

life.

Carrie had a husband once

.

Head

lice. It's

a small fear. So

,

own jokes. She

her breasts shake, but her
so we're a decent match.

far,

no bugs.

He was an Administrative Dean at Temple one of these people
,

who doesn't feel right talking, unless

mouth. Carrie said he used to read
Jean-Paul Sartre in the original French, while listening to Merle Haggard tapes. His name was
Bing Cosby, and his sense of humor didn't go beyond reminding people that he was "the other

Cosby"

at

he's got a pipe in his

Temple.

Neither of us feels a strong need to remarry.
I arranged a free trip to Mexico City for Ralph, Monica, Carrie and me By the time we got to
Las Estacas Monica and I had tourista, so Ralph and Carrie got to do all the vine-swinging. In
that wild habitat, Ralph suddenly appreciated Carrie's punk hairstyle and began calling her
Jane. That was just before his second heart attack.
I'm teUing this badly. Carrie says I never share myself enough, so maybe I go overboard
.

,

now, talking about my parents, Melissa, Carrie.
What I really want to talk about are the visitors.
4: 4: 4:

I

joined Bed and Breakfast

when

I

bought the

loft off"

Rittenhouse Square.

It's

a national

homes when they travel, instead of
hotels and motels. I spend a lot of time in Carrie's loft, so I have room in my loft. I registered
with Bed and Breakfast. Once, when I was on a trip to Denver, I met Moshe Dayan. He
belongs to Bed and Breakfast, and he was staying next door.
"Shalom," he said to me, a bit disgruntled.
organization that allows people to stay in other people's

"Is there anything the matter?"

inquired.

I

"I didn't like the breakfast," he said.

He was

looking for a

deli.

At the same time I joined Bed and

who

Breakfast,

I

also volunteered with the Visitor's Bureau.

Center City are very civic-minded, especially since the Bicentennial.
I stopped at my loft on my way to work one morning, and I met the first visitor. I had spent
the night at Carrie's loft, and we had overslept, so I was still drowsy and in a hurry. This man

People

live in

was standing at my door. Not standing, exactly. He was lounging. He was short and stocky,
this man. He wore a blue beret, he had a handlebar moustache, and his teeth were uniformly
yellow

when he

smiled.

He

looked

like all the pictures

of Josef Stalin I'd ever seen.

"
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"Are you waiting for me?" I asked.
"Are you Needlemore?"
"Needmore. Robert Needmore, Jr."
"Ja,

He

I see. I

am

Milosz Gubicza."

stuck out a stubby hand.

am from Slovakia."
"And I'm from Upper Darby,"
"I

I

said, trying to be congenial,

even though

I

was

in a

hurry.

am come," he said, "for your Bicentennial."
"I'm afraid you're too late, Mr. Gubi. ."
"Call me Milosz."
"Okay, Milosh. You're too late."
"I

.

"This

is

xlep grozhnee.

"I beg your pardon?"
"This is 'stale bread,' as we say. By how much
to

tell

"By almost

He

am

I late for

your Bicentermial, please

me?"
then

lit

ten years."
into an untranslatable string of syllables.

"I beg your pardon?"
"I

am just now cursing the gruel of our scientists. Well, Needlemore, help can't be it, as they
am here. I will see your city. Please to show me."

say. I

Are you with Bed and Breakfast, Milosh?"
Rye bread and latki. And I sleep on floor. No bed."
"You don't understand. Let's see. Are you from the Visitor's Bureau?"
"I am visitor, yes. Please to show me your city."
What was I to do? I decided to take him to the office with me.
"You have much ladders of stone here," he said. "You live very high in sky. You must
"I wasn't notified of your

visit.

"I have had eating already.

be baron."

"You walked up here?"
"Of course."

Why

"That's twenty -two floors.

"What is this?"
"Maybe you call
"Ah, lift. We
"No, Milosh.

it

a

lift

in

didn't

you take the elevator?"

your country."

We crush the Yugoslovaks with our lift."

lift.

We call

It's

a box that takes you up and down. You'll see."

Milosz didn't see a thing.

it

He

catapult.

closed his eyes the whole twenty-two floors.

He

gripped the

nose to the wall, and stood there rigidly.
have some experience with people looking green in the cheeks, so

railing with white knuckles, put his

He

looked

sick. I

I

decided to change the subject.

"Do you come from

a city, Milosh?"
have cities, yes. Very brand-new. We have guilds who build them. I am artesan,
Needlemore. I make shoes for horse."
"Ah. A smithy."
"I am your guest, Needlemore. But I must tell you that I do not like this swearing of

"We

yours."

That was the straw that popped the camel's hump. I put Milosz at my desk with a Supercomic book, and I went in the back room to call the Visitor's Bureau.

ftiends

Bemice?"
it's me. I'm glad you called. You wouldn't believe
"Bemice, did you send a visitor to me?"
"I had one ask for you."

"Is that you,

"Robert? Yes,

it."

,

"Milosh Gubi-something, from Eastern Europe?"
"No. A funny little Oriental. Said he was from Vietnam.

Named Tranh."

"That's not the one."

"Oh yes it is," she said. "I wouldn't forget a thing like that. Robert, he looked at me, and I've
man look at me like that."
"He was indiscreet?"
"He was more than that. He was physical."
"He touched you?"
"Not exactly. He looked at me, and I felt, I don't know, a little burned in all my erogenous

never had a

zones.

My nipples still smell a little funny. Like phosphorus or something. I'm a

between the legs. Watch out
"Okay, Bemice."

"How

for him,

little

singed

huh?"

are things with Carrie?"

"They're cool."

"You always got a home if you need one, Robert."
"Thanks, Bemice. Ill be seeing you."
When I went back into the office, Milosz was talking to Mrs. Pinckney, one of my best
clients.

"I'm sorry, Mrs. Pinckney,"

I said, sitting

down next to her. "Are you here for your Hong

Kong tickets?"

my

"I've changed

me

vinced

mind, Robert. I've been talking to

to go to Czechoslovakia.

He

this nice

young man, and

he's con-

looks so rustic, don't you think?"

me work

on it, then, Mrs. Pinckney. What do you want? Prague?"
Mr. Milosh?"
"Ja, Budaschmell. It is some kind of one-horse town," Milosz said proudly.
I had a smithy selling airline tickets to my best client to a town I couldn't find in any of
"Yes, he does. Let

"Budaschmell.

Is that correct,

the books.
let Janice hold the fort, while I did a one-day tour with Milosz. I just wanted to
and then get rid of him.
I took him to Society Hill.
"In 1683," I said, "Billy Penn convinced a bunch of traders to settle on this side of
Washington Square. They called themselves the Society Hill Traders. They didn't stay very
long, but the name stuck. Now the yuppies are reconstructing everything. This one is called the
Federal style. That one over there is Victorian, of course."
I

be

decided to

civil

"And

these?"

They're called Father, Son and Holy Ghost."
"They are churches, then?"
"No, Milosh. People live in them. It's just the name for an architectural style."
"Do you believe in God, Needlemore?"
"More or less. Why?"
"Do you believe in Crusades?"
"Well, not behef, exactly. I know my history books, if that's what you mean."
"Do you believe this peasant Stanislav could cure the Black Plague and bring the burning

"Very

distinctive.

back to life even while the children dan ced and sang 'Ashes ashes all fall down
around the fires?"
"I never really thought about that one, Milosh. Do you want to see South Street?"

piles ofbodies
all

,

,

"Are there horses there?"
"No. Maybe you'd like to see the Liberty Bell."
"Why would I want to see bell?"
"It's

famous.

It's

cracked."

"You make famous what

is

broken? In our guilds

we make

bell that

never cracks."

.
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how about

"Well, then,

the house

"Did she make bell?"
"No. She made the American

where Betsy Ross lived?"

flag."

"We

have weavers already. I am not come for flag. I am come for computers."
I began to think Milosz was a Russian spy I decided to show him only non-essential things
No government buildings. No famous monuments. Certainly, no Radio Shacks or
.

Computerlands.
* * ^

Two

days later, Tranh showed up at my doorstep.
"Bien hoa," he said. "This is Vietnamese greeting. Your are Boob?"
"Bob. Robert Needmore, Jr. And this is Milosh."
They looked at each other warily. Tranh singed Milosz's handlebar moustache, and
Milosz ahnost broke Tranh 's fingers when they shook hands.
"I heard you were coming from Bemice," I said.

Tranh registered no expression at all.
"Bemice? You know? The woman at the Visitor's Bureau."
"She has beautiful insides," Tranh said. "Very hot."
"So I hear. How long have you been in this country?"
"Not long," he said. "One of your weeks."
It took you two days to get from the Visitor's Bureau to my

loft?"

"I got lost."

"Where did you sleep?"
"At the Please Touch Museum. I stay there after they
bunny rabbits. They are so primitive. They please me."

close. I sleep with the

wind-up

* * *

I

took them both to South Street.

It

proved to be more interesting to Tranh and Milosz than
bong at Zipperhead. Tranh was more

the Liberty Bell and Betsy Ross. Milosz bought a
interested in clothes.

He

stopped

in front

of the yellow Rolls Royce and pointed at

Krass Brothers.
"I

want garment from there," he

said.

"Why's that?" I asked. "There are some Vietnamese tailors in town."
"No, there," he said, still pointing. "Store of the stars," he said with a smile.
When we passed Paper Moon, Tranh stopped again and smiled at the gorilla
window.
"Tarzan," he
I

liked

reading

it

very

my

said, "el

in the

hombre mono."

much that he could speak a little

Spanish.

I

didn't know at the time that he was

mind.

We had lunch at Jim's
onions. Tranh

felt

looking at

the

all

South Philly Steakhouse. Milosz ordered a cheesesteak with

fried

more daring and ordered a pizza-steak. We sat at the little counter and ate,
eight-by-ten glossies of movie stars and athletes, who had also eaten at

Jim's.

Milosz pulled out an eight-by-ten charcoal drawing of himself and signed
"Jim: Your horsemeat

He

is

better than Kupitsky's. Milosz

gave the drawing to Jim on the

way

it.

Gubicza."

out.

We spent part of the afternoon in the flotation tanks on Fourth Street. Sensory deprivation
was something I knew very

little

about, and floating inside a closed tank, with three-thousand

pounds of salt to buoy me, was not my idea of a perfect afternoon in Center City. But Tranh
said he had spent a lot of time in wombs, and so he wanted to try these tanks.
They have a book at the front desk, in which you're supposed to write your impressions
after the float. Some people had written in the book that they had seen God. Others wrote that
floating

On

was

like regression

purpose,

I

EST

therapy or the

waited to be the

last

truth process or mescaline-tripping.

one to write.

I

wanted to see what the others had

written.
"It

was

"It

reminded

I

definitely

me

baptism-making," Milosz wrote.
of boat people," Tranh wrote.

took both of them back to the travel bureau with me.

Again, Tranh stopped, transfixed.

He had his

eyeballs on

They were playing "See Ron See Ron See Ron" on
4:

Tranh singed one of the diamonds, so that

Perlstein's

we

diamond shop.

left.

4:

4:

it

Ron

the radio as

looked charred,

like coal. In a

panic the sales-

woman took the diamond away.
"Go sell it in Hong Kong," the

voice on the radio was saying as we left.
popped into the beauty salon to tell Carrie about the visitors. She was very gracious to
them. She offered to give free perms to both of them. Milosz told me Carrie's hair reminded
him of the barbarian hordes. The Teutons wore their hair that way, he said. Tranh was
more impressed.
"Far outer," he said.
A few minutes later, Carrie followed us into the travel bureau. She motioned for me to
come into the back room.
"Bobby, you're not going to beHeve this."
I was already apprehensive.
"When you guys left. .?"
"Yes?"
I

.

"My

bra caught fire."

"Are you hurt?"
"No, but I feel weird."
Then Janice came into the back room, complaining that her underpants were smoking.
I took Tranh aside.
"Please," I said. "Don't look at women here that way. It starts fires."
"I see," he said. "This is how we say 'hello' to attractive women where I come
from."

"Where do you come from Tranh?"

I said,

skeptically.

"Vietnam, of course."
if

I can't

if

^

say that either of them were obnoxious house guests. Both wanted to be helpful.
finger. I just didn't know

what
about
one
to do with them. Neither seemed to have a definite itinerary. No talk from either
leaving. Milosz told Tranh about the workers' guilds, and Tranh told Milosz about microchips, and both seemed very interested in what the other had to say. Me, I assumed I had a
Russian spy and an extraterrestrial on my hands, and I didn't know which agency to call
Milosz cooked gruel and Tranh fried some waffles with his little

first.
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We went to the Free Library on Logan

Circle,

and Tranh got caught

at the turnstiles for

stealing books.

"Is
I

NOT a free libary," Milosz said, disdainfully.

noticed that he said "libary" and not "library," which

made me think he had

spent

some

time in the Midwest.

We stood on the steps at the Art Museum, and I could hear "Eye of the Tiger" in my mind.
ROCKY, so

Neither one of them had seen

I felt

a

little

foolish, running in place

and

telling

them, "I coulda been a contendah."
I took them to Valley Green to feed the ducks and see where George Washington had
stopped on his march to Valley Forge. Milosz was more interested in the police on

horseback.

"They need new shoes," he

said.

"Quadripeds do not interest me," Tranh said.
"Cossacks," Milosz said.
I took them to the King of Prussia Mall. Toys R Us and Kiddie City were the big hits They
both wanted wind-up toys. Milosz chose a bear. Tranh opted for a transformer.
We went into a Sam Goody outlet, and I asked them what kind of music they liked.
"Kasha, I like," Milosz said.
"Is that a New Wave group?"
"No. This is song about cabbage. We sing it around bonfire."
.

asked Tranh the same question.
"David Bowie," he said, and I felt a

I

"He
I

is

the only one

little

more

relaxed.

who has endured."

took them to Burholme Park in the Northeast. Milosz liked the automatic pitching
He was hopelessly inept at the baseballs at ninety miles per hour, but he did pretty

machines.

well with the softballs at thirty miles per hour.

"Keep your eye on

"My

eyesight

is

the ball," I coached him.
punt," he said, "but I

Needlemore."
Tranh was more interested

in the driving range.

will

never put

my

eye

on that

He steered a golf ball with his

little

ball,

finger,

meant that he won a free trip for two to Hawaii I was a
bit offended that he immediately invited Milosz to go to Hawaii with him.
I thought they'd both get a kick out of the stores around Broad and Olney, the mixture of
Chinese, Korean, Vietnamese and Ukrainian shops, but I was wrong. They were more interested in the White House restaurants and Dropsie University.
When we passed Temple, I thought about taking both of them to see Carrie's ex -husband.
That would put out his pipe. But I knew I was already in enough of a predicament that I didn't
need to advertise it and bring more trouble upon myself.
I took them to a 76ers basketball game. They were playing the Celtics, and I was astonished
right into the hole in the big ball , which

that

we

.

could get tickets.

"Mo Cheeks," Milosz said. "He looks like Kupitsky. Only Black."
When Tranh singed Larry Bird's moustache after a lay-up, the refs had to

call a

twenty-

second time-out. Tranh was clearly a Sixers fan.
"Get down, funky brother," he whispered, and Moses Malone looked up and put his thumb
up, as though he had heard Tranh.
"You like sports?" I asked Tranh.
"I like all things that have no essential meaning, other than what they are at the time
they are."

"What about war?"

"War

is

I

said, testing

him

ignorant," Tranh said, "but

it

again.

has meaning."

.

"Are there any other

things, like sports, that

"Sexual intercourse," he

I

was too tired to go to

your definition?"

Carrie's loft at night. I just wanted to sleep. Sleep was the only time I

could escape. There weren't any visitors in

MeUssa

fit

said.

my

dreams.

called.

"I don't feel very

much

like talking tonight,

Melissa.

have company."

I

"Your hairdresser?" she asked, cattily.
"No. Two men. Out-of-towners."

"You
copy

really

have changed, Robert.

I just called to tell

you

I

got a

new job. I'm writing ad

Del Monte."

for

"That's nice, Melissa. They're behind Heinz and Hunts, aren't they?"
"Yes, but they can catch up," she said, laughing loud into the phone and then hanging
up.

had to give it to Mehssa. She sure knew how
The phone rang again.
"Hi, Monica. What is it?"
"Ralph had another heart attack."
I

"Is

it

serious?"

I

to enjoy herself.

asked. "Is he in the hospital?"

"No, he got out two weeks ago."
"I don't understand.

When

did he have the heart attack."

"Last month."
I

got another

phone

from a Mr. Robert Bruce.

call

He

said he

worked with

Immigration.

"Do you know

anything about any aUens?" he asked.

"niegal aliens?"

"Are there any other kind?" he
I didn't like his

said.

tone of voice, so

him nothing.

I told

We were just starting to play Trivial Pursuit, and I was fairly confident that I could win for a
change,

when

the

phone rang again.

"Do you believe in intelligent Ufe beyond the pale?" the
He refused to identify himself, so I hung up again.
By
I

the time I got back to the boys, they were playing

went

to Carrie's loft to

Czechoslovakia or Hanoi.

I

spend the night.
didn't care

if they

caller said.

Monoploy

instead.

my phone and called
went though my drawers or tried on my clothes

I didn't

care

if

they used

needed a break.
"It's okay," Carrie consoled me later, "you've had a lot on your mind. These things
happen."
"Thank you for understanding," I said, and I buried my face in her upright blue hair.
"Kiss my brain and make it rain," she said.
I

* * *

The next day, I took them to the Navy Yard, the Mehose Diner, Powelton Village, and the
in Schwenksville. The tour was getting pretty esoteric at this point.
I was tired, but ready to stay home that night and play games with Milosz and Tranh. But

smorgasbord

they took showers and put on cologne and acted like they were going out.

"Anybody want to play Monopoly?"

I

asked.
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"We
"We

have made other plans," Tranh said politely.
are double-Dutch-date-making," Milosz said, with

his usual

awkward

earnest-

ness.

"You know some American women?" I pried.
"Does a horse know its hoof?" Milosz guffawed.
His laughter reminded

me

uncomfortably of Melissa.

unlike the one about the bear

in the

I

"American shiksas," Tranh said, "they are tops."
"The best thing since sHced krushchiki," Milosz added.
They reminded me of Steve Martin and Dan Ackroyd on
held

my

assumed

his

metaphor was not

woods.

SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE. I

tongue though.

"Good
"Don't

we must talk tomorrow, okay?"

for you. Listen,

They both

agreed.

bum

anybody,"

I

whispered

Tranh 's ear

in

as they

were going

out.

* * *

I felt like the father

of teenagers the next morning.

I

was

really curious about their

dates.

did you do? Where did you go?"
go to see Father, Son and Holy Ghost houses," Milosz said.

"What

"We
"I

tell

Tranh, they are essence of Philadelphia."

"Well Tranh?" I asked. "What did you think?"
"I dug them," he said. "Real heavy."
I fed them eggs and grapefruit, then began my serious conversation.
"It's been very enjoyable having both of you, but I have to get on with my life now. I suspect
that neither of you is what he says he is and that's cool. I don't have to know your real mission.
But my business is suffering. My personal life is suffering. So I have to ask you when you're
,

going back."

"When

is

Tricentennial?" Milosz asked.
* * *

Neither one was going back. That turned out to be the truth of the matter.
peration

"You

I

asked Tranh in des-

why he had chosen me.
are ignorant," he said, not unkindly, "but

you are

receptive. This

is

your great

talent."
I

asked Milosz the same question, and he muttered something about the stupid

scientists.

As near as I can figure it

,

the truth

is

this

:

Milosz formerly of the sixteenth century was sent
,

,

time machine to attend our Bicentennial and learn about computers. Tranh was sent from
another dimension and a planet in the Crab Nebula to seek out new life forms, learn about
worker's guilds and unions and, beyond that, to boldly go where no Crustacean had ever gone
in a

,

Vietnam and came over with the boat people.
decadent and superior to his own. Tranh found our technology

before. Apparently, he landed in

Milosz found our

lifestyle

crude and retrograde, but our people were refreshingly blunt, especially the women.
I took them to my parents house for dinner that last night. Monica served chicken tetraz'

and ambrosia for dessert. I took advantage of the occasion to bring Carrie.
They couldn't very well complain about her hair, with two out-of towners at the table.
Milosz complimented my father on his moustache, and that made Ralph feel really good.

zini, rice pilaf,

.
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Tranh turned a low-dose stare on my mother, and Monica suddenly felt warm towards Ralph.
I can't remember the last time I saw them holding hands.
After dinner Monica put some records on and suggested that we all dance.
"Do you have David Bowie?" Tranh asked.
"Is that an after-dinner drink?" Monica said.
Imagine the scene. Ole Blue Eyes, singing "You Gotta Have Heart," I'm dancing with Careven though they 've never
rie Ralph is dancing with Monica and Milosz asks Tranh to dance
seen slow dancing before and they can't decide who should lead.
,

,

,

* * *

one of them for quite some time But this much I know they 're still here
and, if he plays his cards
It turns out that Milosz went to Czechoslovakia with Mrs Pinckney
right, he's really in the money. The last time I saw him, he was driving a yellow Rolls Royce.
I've seen even less of Tranh, but Bemice has stopped calling me from the Visitor's Bureau, so I
think I know where he is. The last time we spoke, he confessed to me that he could read earthI haven 't s een either

:

.

.

Ung minds.

"What does 'hombre mono' mean?" he asked me.

,
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T.

ALAN BROUGHTON

Losing Argument
The branch

is

locked in a bank of snow,

the deer in their yards wait for the slow

turn of seasons, and
the

wind

I

walk against
on the fence.

that shreds itself

Where am

I

going

when

I

home, a book propped on

could be

my

knee

while others break the ice on the brook
or shoulder the

snow

their passage

shook

from the weighted bough? I leave no tracks
on the hardened bank. I won't turn back
or even pause in my wintry trudge
to watch black water flow under the bridge.
But my surly will drags to mind
your silence, and the eyes you blind
to every gesture I shake before you
to bring you out of your stubborn euphoria.

Look how
look

how

the stars have lost their hold,

the drifts on the roof have curled

close to the brittle window's pane.

Everything

falls.

I'm not to blame.
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Brother Edward Patrick Sheekey

1903-1986
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DANIEL BURKE,

ES.C.

The Writing Teacher
I

am

forgetting the words,

he confided one evening.
We saw more often then

how
how

his

door was swung shut,

the

room began slowly

to slide into

unaccustomed

hesitations,

a clutter of slurring

and broken phrase,
empty ruin finally
that each day filled
with the sunlight of what
into an

we

could remember

and the dark glimmering
of what he could not.
But now

at last

he's found the

word

he was looking

for,

the clear

sum

of untrammeled elequence,
the shining

sun and

wisdom beyond

moon and

stars.

NANCY G. WESTERFIELD

Bro
Not one of us any more, though

What with

his heart

and

his arteries,

was the most
He could expect. Big Bro, for no reason
Tonight I remember you. "Sis!' What'd you
Fifty at the outside

Think? Last chance. This is the exit poll.
What do you think?" "About anything at all?"

"Here taking the

official tally

of the family

Opinions of their marriages, divorces,
Siblings, predictions of the outcome. Speak
Into the microphone. Sixty seconds.

The

bell

when it tolled,
Bro heeded. What came bubbling up

Tolls for thee." But

was

the soundlessness

Through the

glass tubing

Of goodbye.

Thirty words of obit, Bro,

And

five for the

The

toys of language that you and

tombstone, chosen from

all

I

Broke and bartered at pun-play. Stringing
These few together now, Bro, to say
What I think: that only words bring us
Together, bonded us Sis to Bro, gave us away
In our marriages, betrayed us to the outcome.
Words keep better than we do, Bro, once breath
Is

taken away, like those that

still

carry

The shimmer of your voice in phrases.
Abandoned by words, Bro tonight you go
Nowhere; and another toy broken by the words'

Game

of trivia,

now

I

go alone.

—

.
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Compiled by John

Vatican Officials

olics they

must tune

last

month

S.

told Cath-

in to live television or

radio broadcasts of special blessings

if

So They Say

Baky

they

want to win plenary indulgences to get to
heaven faster after death "Only live broadcasts are valid Replays of the same program
won't do," said Monsignor Luigi De Magistris

known as the Sacred
The remark was made
at a July 1 5 press conference presenting a new
edition of the official church manual on

B

"[T]he

remarkable,

final

.

.

blowup of what was once

a

minor, talent."
Clifton Fadiman,
(American literary critic and cultural observer),
review of Absalom, Absalom,
The New Yorker, October 31, 1936
if

—

of the Vatican tribunal

indulgences.

"Mr. Lawrence has a diseased mind He is
[and] we have no doubt
that he will be ostracized by all except the
most degenerate coteries in the literary world."

— National Catholic Reporter

— Review of Lady

ApostoHc

August

1,

Penitentiar.

.

.

.

Chatterley's Lover,

John Bull October 20, 1928

1986

M

"Approximately 80% of our air pollution
stems from hydrocarbons released by vegetation. So let's not go overboard in setting and
enforcing tough emission standards for

made

obsessed by sex

man-

sources."

H

Shakespeare: The Aryan View

"Quite a number of people

German

author,

classical

.

.

.

describe the

Shakespeare, as

belonging to English literature, because
quite accidentally

bom at Stratford-on- Avon

— Ronald Reagan

he was forced by the authorities of that

(Republican candidate for U.S President)

country to write

(New York National
quoted

H

"Crime will be

cess of school and education the problems of

conduct which police, courts, and prisons

when

it is

now

too late."

in

in

"What Shall We Be Like

in

I

"The cinema is little more than a fad. It's
canned drama What audiences really want to
see is flesh and blood on the stage."

Gone With The Wind
"Forget

H

made

"When the president does it,

that means

not illegal."

— Richard M.

Nixon

Television interview with
19,

1977

it

it.

Louis, no Civil

— Irving
telling

David

Thalberg

Louis

B.

executive)

Mayer

for the film rights
Frost,

War

a nickel."

(M-G-M production

(President of the United States),

May

a 1916

1950,"

The Literary Digest,
January 10, 1931

is

Socialist organ),

The American Mercury, July 1940

— Charlie Chaplin,

— National Education Association,
quoted

English."

virtually abolished [before

1950] by transferring to the preventive pro-

seek to remedy

in

— Deutscher Weckruf und Beobachter

quoted in Sierra,
September 10, 1980

not to bid

to

Margaret Mitchell's novel
Gone With the Wind, 1936

picture ever

.

!
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"That's an amazing invention, but
would ever want to use one of them?"

— Rutherford

B.

who

I

.

.

" Everything that can be invented has been

invented."

— Charles H.

Hayes

(President of the United States),
afterparticipating in a trail telephone conversation

between Washington and Philadelphia, 1976

Duell

(Commissioner of

U. S.

Office of Patents,

urging President William McKinley to abolish

1899

his office,

Bell sucessfully patented his telephone in

1976, and, a year

Union

Western

later, offered to sell

it

to the

Company

Telegraph

for

I

"[W]hen

the

Paris

electric light will close

$100,000.

Western Union was not

be heard of

interested.

— Erasmus

with

Exhibition
it

closes

and no more will

it."

Wilson

(professor at Oxford University), 1878

I

"For God's sake go down

and get

rid of a lunatic

to reception

who's down

there.

He

says he's got a machine for seeing by wireless

Watch him

— he may have a razor on him."

— Editor of the Daily Express,
refusing to see

"A

Nixon- Agnew Administration

truth, the

London

— Spiro

John Logic Baird

will

abolish the credibility gap and re-establish the

whole

truth, as its policy."

T Agnew

(the inventor of television),

(Republican candidate for U.S. Vice-President),

1925

1968

I

"While

theoretically

may

vision

and technically

tele-

be feasible, commercially and

it an impossibility, a
development of which we need waste little
time dreaming."

financially I consider

— Lee Deforest

"It

is

probable that television drama of high

and produced by

first-rate artists will

materially raise the level of dramatic taste of
the nation."

— David Samoff
(founder and ChiefExecutive Officer of the Radio

Corpora tio nofAm erica)
Popular Mechanics, 1939

the hell

is it

good for?"

(engineer at the

Advanced Computing Systems

Division of International Business Machines),
reacting to colleagues who insisted that the micro-

processor was the wave of the future,

(American radio pioneer and
inventor of the audion tube),
quoted in The New York Times,
1926

caliber

"What

—Robert Lloyd

c.

1968
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